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Lorentz forces provide a unique method for the control and mixing of gas 
flows without the physical intrusion of objects into the flow. Lorentz forces arise 
when an electric current is passed through a volume in the presence of a magnetic 
field. The interaction between the electric current and the electric and magnetic 
fields produces a body force which affects the flow. These forces have been 
investigated experimentally by other researchers and show promise as a way to 
accelerate combustion in diffusion flames by increasing the mixing rate of fuel and 
oxidant streams.  Theoretical and numerical models were developed to gain insight 
into this process. 
Alkali metal seeding raises the electrical conductivity of a flame by two to 
three orders of magnitude. This has two significant effects:  the Lorentz force 
becomes stronger for the same applied electric current and magnetic field, and the 
alkali seed concentration becomes a dominant factor in determining electrical 
conductivity of seeded gases. This makes electrical conductivity much easier to 
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transport by gaseous diffusion, which limits combustion rates in a diffusion flame, 
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transport of energy must be carefully treated since energy transport directly affects 
the fluid flow. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Simple flames in gases result from the chemical reaction of a fuel and an 
oxidizer, releasing energy and forming different chemical species as products. 
There are two simple categories of flames: premixed flames are those in which the 
fuel and oxidizer have been mixed prior to reaction, while in diffusion flames, the 
fuel and oxidizer are not initially intermixed. Diffusion flames are so titled-because 
the rate at which the chemical reaction proceeds is crucially dependent upon how 
rapidly the fuel and oxidant can become stoichiometrically mixed along the interface 
between the fuel and the oxidant. The major processes which proVie such mixing 
are molecular diffusion of the fuel and oxidant into each other, and bulk fluid 
mixing processes such as turbulence along the interface between the fuel and the 
oxidant. While it is difficult to control the molecular diffusion process, since it 
depends on the chemical composition and the temperature near the interface, it is 
possible to influence bulk mixing processes along the interface. 
One method to improve bulk mixing of the gases at the fuel-oxidant interface 
is to apply body forces to the gases. By time-dependent cycling of the body force, 
mixing of the fluid flow can be improved by physically forcing the fuel stream into 
the oxidant stream, or the oxidant stream into the fuel stream. One practical 
method of exerting such controllable body forces on a fluid is through Lorentz 2 
forces, which are electromagnetic forces arising from the interaction of electric 
charges with electric and magnetic fields. These forces have two components, 
illustrated in Figure 1.1. An electrostatic component is caused by the interaction of 
charged chemical species with the electric field. The second component arises from 
the interaction of electric currents with magnetic fields; by passing an electric 
current through a flame in the presence of a magnetic field, a force is exerted on the 
gas flow, identical in principle to the force exerted on a current-carrying wire in a 
magnetic field. Both forces are dependent on the geometry of the applied fields; by 
judicious choice of the orientation of electric and magnetic fields, an oscillating 
force can be exerted on the gas flow, increasing fuel-oxidant mixing. 
Figure 1.1: Geometry of Lorentz Forces 
By seeding reactant streams with alkali metals, the conductivity of the gas 
can be increased. The electric current through the gas is therefore increased, and 3 
the resulting body force for given electric and magnetic field strengths can be 
increased by two to three orders of magnitude at typical flame temperatures. The 
conductivity of alkali seeded gas streams is dominated by the seed concentration and 
the temperature, even for very small seed concentrations; thus it is easier to predict 
and model conductivity for seeded gases than for unseeded gases. 
Two computer codes have been developed for modeling the behavior of gas 
flows under Lorentz forces. A two-dimensional computer model was developed for 
incompressible, non-reacting alkali-seeded gas flows. The code predicts behavior 
for gas flows under the influence of a sinusoidally varying Lorentz force.  It uses a 
predictor-corrector process where pressure and velocity corrections are obtained 
from solving an equation for conservation of mass. The code is used to validate the 
numerical technique for calculating Lorentz forces. The incompressible model and 
the results of testing the numerical technique are discussed in Chapter 4. 
The computer code was then modified for simulation of compressible gas 
flows, including the effects of energy release from combustion and from resistive 
heating of the gas flow.  Because this model includes energy conservation and 
variable density effects, it requires a different predictor-corrector  scheme than the 
incompressible model. Corrections to pressure, energy, and momenta are obtained 
from solving for conservation of internal energy. Results from validation tests of 
the model are promising, but more testing will be required before simulation can 
proceed. The compressible code and validation testing of the model are discussed in 
Chapter 5. 4 
2. BACKGROUND  
2.1 General 
In diffusion flames, the fuel and oxidant enter the combustion environment 
unmixed. As a result, the rate at which combustion proceeds is governed by the 
rate at which fuel and oxidant can be stoichiometrically mixed, rather than by the 
chemical rate at which fully mixed reactants could burn.  Therefore, there is 
considerable interest in improving the mixing rate of fuel and oxidant in order to 
improve combustion rate. 
Various schemes to increase mixing have been investigated.  Mixing of 
coflowing fuel and oxidant streams can be improved by introducing turbulence along 
the interface, whether by use of a physical obstruction, or by acoustic excitation 
(Davis and Jumppanen, 1993). Another mechanism for increasing the mixing rate is 
to apply a cyclic body force to the flow, forcing the fuel and oxidant to intermix 
convectively; this method has recently been experimentally investigated by Pattee 
and Peterson (1992) using Lorentz forces generated by the interaction of an 
alternating current electric discharge and a magnetic field.  Compared to the other 
methods, it has some potential advantages. It does not require physical intervention 
into the flame interface, which is problematic in that it requires high-temperature 
materials and also may have undesirable effects on the flow, particularly in high 
flow velocity combustors. Lorentz forces are potentially applicable to the tasks of 
controlling high speed gas flows, as proposed by Dimmock and Kineyko (1963). 5 
For supersonic or high subsonic velocity flows, this may be advantageous compared 
to acoustic methods of flame enhancement and control. 
2.2 Electromagnetic Fields and Flames 
Electric and magnetic fields have profound effects on flames. When an 
electric field is applied across a conductive gas between two electrodes, an electric 
current flows. The conductivity of gases is a strong function of temperature and of 
the concentration of ionized species. In flames, the most conductive region of the 
gas flow is the reaction zone, where not only is the temperature high, but the 
concentration of ions is increased due to the combustion reaction (Weinberg, 1986). 
As a result, a current arc forms in the reaction zone. Furthermore, within the 
electric arc, resistive heating of the gases occurs, analogous to the way in which a 
wire is heated by the passage of an electric current. This is also referred to as 
ohmic heating or Joule heating. This heating raises the temperature, further raising 
the conductivity and intensifying the arc, since with a higher conductivity a larger 
current can be carried. Depending upon the rate of flow of the gas, a stable arc 
may form, or the arc may fluctuate. The arc may sweep downstream with the hot, 
high conductivity gas region until the arc length grows so long that an equal 
potential exists nearer to the direct path between the electrodes. At this point, the 
longer arc collapses and a new short arc forms, to be swept downstream again. 
In addition to the formation of current arcs, the electric field causes the 
migration of charged species to the anode and cathode. The rate at which the 6 
chemical species move can be expressed as a drift velocity; this velocity is very 
high for electrons, but much lower for ionized chemical species.  The drift velocity 
is linearly dependent upon the strength of the applied electric field. For a low-
velocity diffusion flame, the drift velocity of charged species can be of the same 
magnitude as the velocity of the gas flow. 
A similar drift effect occurs when a magnetic field is applied to a gas  flow. 
Some chemical species exert local magnetic fields, usually at high temperatures;  this 
behavior is termed paramagnetism. The local fields of paramagnetic chemical 
species in the gas flow interact with the applied magnetic field, with the result that 
the paramagnetic species drift preferentially, particularly in non-uniform magnetic 
fields.  This effect has been proposed as a mechanism for magnetic enhancement of 
diffusion flames by Wakayama (1993). 
When both an electric and a magnetic field are applied to a gas, a further 
effect arises from the interaction of the electric current arc and the magnetic field. 
A body force is generated, analogous to the force which a magnetic field exerts on a 
current-carrying wire. This force, termed a Lorentz force, acts perpendicularly to 
both the current arc and the applied magnetic field.  Potentially, this force provides 
a method for control and mixing of gas flows. 
2.3 Seeding of flames 
The addition of trace amounts of some chemical species can cause dramatic 
changes in the properties of flame gases. This process, called seeding, can have a 7 
dramatic effect on the behavior of flames. Additions of trace amounts of seed 
material can change flame behavior, emission spectra, gas properties, or even 
suppress combustion altogether. 
Seeding can be used to increase the conductivity of flame gases. By adding 
an alkali metal seed to reactants entering the burner, the conductivity in the flame 
can be increased by two to three orders of magnitude (Angrist, 1982). This means 
that a much larger electric current can be carried by the flame for the same applied 
voltage, allowing practical tests with relatively small applied electric and magnetic 
fields.  It also shifts the relative strengths of the electric and magnetic components 
of the Lorentz force, making the magnetic component more important in the fluid 
flow. For the same applied fields, a larger electric current will result. The 
magnetic component of the Lorentz force, which is the cross product of the electric 
current and the applied magnetic field, will be larger as a result of the increased 
current flow. 
Seeding has important implications for numerical modeling of the gas flow. 
The properties of the gas flow may depend heavily on the concentration of the seed. 
Modeling diffusion of the seed through the flow becomes very important in 
predicting the behavior of the gas flow accurately. 
2.4 Model Parameters and Geometry 
This work undertakes two tasks.  It assembles the relevant theory governing 
low-velocity Lorentz force influenced flows in one location, and addresses the 8 
concerns unique to this method of flame mixing and control. Much work exists 
modeling Lorentz forces, particularly in magnetohydrodynamic power generation 
applications (Angrist, 1982), but also in modeling magnetic fluids, called ferrofluids 
(Rudraiah and Sekhar, 1991). These simulations have generally not attempted to 
simulate Lorentz forces in active combustion zones. 
Second, computer codes are developed from this theory,  both as validation 
tests for the theoretical work, and as tools for use in future experimentation. The 
simulations developed in this work are based on the burner design used by Pattee 
and Peterson in earlier work, and can therefore be compared to reported 
observations of Lorentz force influenced diffusion flames. 
In order to compare results from the models to earlier experimental work, 
the computation codes were devised with similar geometry and gas flow conditions 
to those used by Pattee and Peterson (1992) in their research. In Figure 2.1, a 
schematic of the experimental apparatus is presented, with the location of the 
computational grid indicated. The experimental apparatus consists of a slot-type 
diffusion burner, in which methane seeded with 0.1 mole percent cesium chloride 
entered through one slot, and pure oxygen through the second slot. The diffusion 
flame burner was surrounded with a 3 by 5 by 25 centimeter tall shroud,  through 
which nitrogen gas was passed to isolate the flame. Aligned with the burner slots 
were two electrodes, across which an alternating electric current was passed. 
Surrounding the burner was an electromagnet, used to apply a magnetic field to  the 
gas flow in order to generate Lorentz forces. 9 
Figure 2.1: Burner Geometry 
The flows are modeled by a two-dimensional computational grid, centered 
between the electrodes. By using a two-dimensional model, computation times for 
simulations are reduced greatly, and advantage can be taken of the electric and 
magnetic field geometry to simplify calculation of the Lorentz force. The bulk of 
the Lorentz force effects occur at right angles to the flame sheet, perpendicular to 
the slots. Hence, a good model of the mixing behavior and the flame behavior can 
be obtained by considering a two-dimensional slice through the flame sheet at right 
angles to the burner slots. 10 
The computer models use a 3 by 3 centimeter grid oriented perpendicularly 
to the burner slots, illustrated in Figure 2.2. The model geometry defines the 
computational plane as the plane where z is equal to zero,  with the electrodes 
located symmetrically a distance zo away from the computational plane along the z 
axis. The y axis is oriented vertically, along with the applied magnetic field. Gas 
flow enters at the base of the computational grid and exits at the top of the grid, 
with Lorentz forces acting in the x direction within the grid. For non-reactive 
flows, where the primary interest is in validating the numerical model, the electrode 
Beam& position for nooractive Bows 
Y direction 
Electrode position for combustion models 
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Figure 2.2: Computational Model Geometry 11 
This allows simulation of the location is in the center of the computational grid.  
region upstream of the Lorentz force affected zone.  For flame simulations, the  
electrodes are located one millimeter above the base of the computational grid, to  
match experimental conditions in earlier tests.  12 
3. 'THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT 
3.1 Conservation Equations 
The behavior of flames can be described in terms of several well-known 
conservation equations. Flame behavior can be described in terms of conservation 
of momentum, conservation of energy, conservation of chemical species, and an 
equation of state for the gas flow. 
The Navier-Stokes equations express conservation of momentum for fluid 
flow. In two-dimensional form, the x momentum equation is: 
apu  apu2  apuv  
at  ax   ay  (1) 
ap  a 211(2au _  +  1p,(Lu+av+f x ) 
The y momentum conservation is: 
apv  apuv  apv2 
at  ax  (2) 
ap  a  'au 
ay
avl  a 21.11242.v 
T,
aY  aY+Tr)  3  aY  aTI  Y 
These equations are written in conservation form following the presentation by 
Anderson et al. (1984). Defmitions of the nomenclature used in equations are 
provided in Appendix A. In most applications, the force terms f,, and fy are equal to 
0, or to the gravitational force -pg. But when Lorentz forces are included in a 
model, the force terms have additional components, which in general vary over both 13 
time and space. These terms require more extensive analytical treatment, and will 
be developed in the following sections. 
Following the development in Kanury (1975), a conservation equation for 
each chemical species pn, taking into account diffusion and convection, can be 
written: 
apn  apnu  apnv  a  apn  a  apn  (3)
+  D  + D  + W ax n 
The left side of the equation includes the time rate of change of the species density 
and the convection of that chemical species. The first two terms of the right side 
are the rate of diffusion of the chemical species, and IV"' is the rate of formation 
of the chemical species. By summing these conservation equations over all species, 
one obtains the general conservation of mass equation. 
The energy conservation equation can be written as: 
a p h(7)  a p uh(7)  a pvh(7)  ap  uap  vap 
at  ay at ax ay 
a aT  a aT ILAHcom,  (4) 
a 
+  .aPnh.(7)  +  a D  .aPnlin(T) n-mix  ax  n  MIX 
The first three terms of the right side of the equation are the material derivative of 
the pressure.  The dissipation function 43 represents the frictional energy conversion 
associated with viscous effects. The next term is the enthalpy of combustion, with 
comb  given on a fuel-consumption basis. Wi is the resistive heating term, 14 
accounting for the heating of the gas due to the passage of the electric current 
through it.  The next pair of terms account for thermal conduction in the gas, while 
the last two terms describe the energy carried by chemically diffusing species. 
The dissipation function 4, for a two-dimensional fluid flow is: 
LI-2.1aul2+21avf +(au  ay? _2/au  av121  (5) 
I. µ` ax)  \ ay)  \ ay  ax 1  3 `ax  ay) i 
The density, pressure, and temperature are related by the equation of state. 
Ideal gas law was used in the models developed in Chapters 4 and 5; for an n-
component gas, it can be given as: 
n 
P= E p AT  (6) 
k=1 
The equation of state couples the density, energy, and pressure together. 
All of the governing equations are coupled together by shared variables, but 
the most crucial terms in solving these governing equations are the terms involving 
pressure in the momentum equations, and the momentum-linked terms in the energy 
equations. Convective transfer of heat, which is the dominant mode of heat 
transfer, leads to energy changes, which result in pressure changes that affect the 
fluid flow, which in turn changes the convective heat transfer. Simulating the 
behavior of a flame requires an accurate model of these interrelated processes. This 
issue is covered in further depth in the theoretical development of the flame 
simulation in Chapter 5. 15 
3.2 Electromagnetic Field Theory 
The Lorentz force arises from the interaction of electric and magnetic fields 
with charged particles. When an electric field E and a magnetic induction B are 
imposed on a fluid with a charge q and current density j, the force is given by: 
F=qE+jxB  (7) 
One force component causes charged particles to move in the direction of the 
electric field, while the magnetic force component acts perpendicularly to both the 
electric current and the magnetic field. 
The electric current and the electric field are related to each other by the 
electrical conductivity of the gas, a: 
(8) j = GE 
Since the electrical conductivity of a gas is a strong function of the chemical 
composition and the temperature of the gas, there is an added linkage of the 
electromagnetic force term to the species and energy conservation equations, as well 
as to the momentum conservation equations. 
In the general case, the electric and magnetic fields from which the Lorentz 
force is determined will need to be solved using Maxwell's equations. These 
equations are usually written in terms of the electric displacement D and the 
magnetic field H, which are related to E and B as follows: 16 
D = eoE + P  (9)  
1 H= B M  (10) 
110 
P is the polarization of the medium, and M is the magnetization of the medium. . 
is the permittivity of free space, and Ito is the permeability of free space.  Note that 
electromagnetic theory is usually developed in CGS electrostatic units; the constants 
used in CGS, or Gaussian, development of electromagnetic theory are  considerably 
different. The equations have been developed here in SI units for consistency with 
the other governing equations. The Maxwell equations for a material medium are: 
V D = 47cpq 
(12) V B = 0 
aB  (13) v x E = 
at 
OD  . V x H =  +  (14) 
at 
The electric charge density pq is zero for a neutrally charged medium. In a flame, 
there are many electrically charged species present, which will be influenced by the 
applied fields and preferentially drift towards one electrode or the other depending 
on charge. Only in a macroscopic and approximate sense can the flame be 
considered electrically neutral. 17 
In the most general case, the solution of a computational fluid dynamics 
problem which includes Lorentz forces will require four additional governing 
equations, and will require the assessment of several additional properties. 
However, scale analysis of the relative size of terms in these equations can greatly 
simplify the process by allowing one to drop terms or entire equations from the 
model. Judicious use of approximations can also reduce the model to a more 
manageable and less computationally expensive set of governing equations. 
Polarization and magnetization are material properties of the medium;  if 
these properties are negligible, the Maxwell equations become  (Ohanian, 1988): 
V E =  4npq 
(15) 
e0 
(16) V B = 0 
aB V x E =  (17) 
at 
aE (18) VxB=e+j  at 
Note that an assumption of negligible paramagnetism is not always  valid for 
situations involving combustion. In particular, oxygen species are paramagnetic at 
high temperatures and their interaction with magnetic fields can be important 
(Wakayama, 1993). However, for this particular problem, scale analysis shows that 
paramagnetic behavior contributes terms two to three orders of magnitude smaller 
than those resulting from the externally applied fields. 18 
Next, one can apply scale analysis to the time derivatives of the E and B 
fields. For sufficiently small time derivatives, in relation to the applied fields, it 
may be appropriate to treat the applied fields as the dominant terms in Eq. 15-18; 
one can then base the solution upon the geometry of the applied fields rather than 
using a computationally expensive solution of the Maxwell equations. For the 0.032 
tesla applied magnetic field and 220 volt applied electric field, with electric field 
oscillation frequencies of less than one kilohertz, the time derivatives are several 
orders of magnitude smaller than the constant terms in the Maxwell relations. As a 
result, the fields can be approximated in a much more simple manner, at least for 
the two-dimensional zone formed by the midplane of the electrodes. This is an 
important limitation, since flow away from the midplane will be influenced by edge 
effects in the electromagnetic fields and the model will therefore not be valid. The 
model will also not be valid for high frequency electric and magnetic field 
oscillations since the time derivatives will become larger at higher frequencies. 
A very important assumption is made about the Lorentz force term.  The 
qualitative observations of the experiment reported by Pattee and Peterson (1993) 
suggest that the dominant contribution to the body force is the interaction between 
the electric current and the magnetic field.  Scale analysis confirms this, with the 
magnetic force term being about 2 orders of magnitude larger than the electric force 
term. This is a consequence of the presence of the alkali metal seed, which raises 
the conductivity by two to three orders of magnitude for typical flame temperatures 
(Angrist, 1982), and therefore allows increased current flow. Furthermore, the 
electric body force term acts primarily along the flame sheet, whereas the magnetic 19 
force term acts at right angles to the flame. Since the mixing behavior of interest is 
caused by the horizontal forcing of the flow perpendicular to the flame interface, the 
magnetic term is the more important term to consider for this model, and the 
interaction of electric charges and the electric field is neglected. 
3.3 Deriving the Lorentz Force and Resistive Heating Terms 
Once the electric and magnetic fields are approximated as the externally 
applied fields, the appropriate Lorentz force term can be derived. Since the gas is 
approximated as electrically neutral, for an imposed magnetic field B. oriented along 
the y axis the force is: 
(19)
fx  izBo 
The electric current is found from knowledge of the geometry (see Figure 3.1), the 
electrical potential between the electrodes, and the electrical conductivity. Note that 
the computational plane, since it is the midplane between the two electrodes, is an 
equipotential plane. The electric field magnitude can be found by applying the 
definition of the potential: 
-av fEj  (20) 
ax 
If an electrical potential of amplitude 2V0 is maintained between the 
electrodes, with the electrode at +z0 maintained at the higher voltage, then the 
electric field magnitude at a given point on the grid is: 20 
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Given Ez, jz can be found from Eq. 8. The expression for fx can be found by 
substituting for jz: 
Vozo a B.  _  (23) fx 
2  2 2 
X  + y + zo 21 
This term is the Lorentz force term for the computational models, appearing as the 
fx term in the x momentum conservation equation (Eq. 1).  If the electrical potential 
is then allowed to vary sinusoidally, the Lorentz force exerted on the fluid becomes: 
n(co V,,sin(W)
(24) 
2 2 2 
X  +  + zo 
The resistive heating term can also be derived once the field strengths are 
known. Applying the usual resistive heating law to a slice of thickness dz, one can 
derive an expression for the resistive heating in terms of the electrical conductivity 
and the electric current: 
i2dxdy wf  /2R  UzdX4)2(43-1dZ)  (25) 
dxdydz  dxdydz 





2&ay  2  (26)
W  c r E duly J  a a 
By substituting the expression derived in Eq. 22 for the electric field into this 
equation, the following expression for the Joule heating of the gas is obtained: 
2 2  2
will  a; Vo sin ((a)dxdy  (27) 
(x2 + Y2 + 4)2 
This is valid for a slice of thickness dz along the midplane between the electrodes, 
since the midplane is a equipotential plane, and therefore jx and jy are zero. 22 
3.4 Gas Properties 
To solve the conservation equations developed above, data for the properties 
of the gas mixture must be obtained. Data are required for viscosity, thermal 
conductivity, diffusion coefficients, conductivity, and enthalpy. Also, values for 
ideal gas constants and initial densities are required. Generally these properties are 
functions of pressure, temperature, and gas composition, but since pressure changes 
are usually very small, the variation with pressure has been neglected in determining 
these properties.  Curvefits were used to fit data on enthalpy, viscosity, and thermal 
conductivity to equations; these equations were used to approximate the properties in 
the computer code. These curvefits are provided in Appendix B. 
Information on density and ideal gas constants were obtained from the Tables 
of Thermal Properties of Gases (1955). The density information was used in 
devising initial conditions for simulations. 
Viscosity and thermal conductivity data were approximated using information 
for nitrogen in Thermophysical Properties of Matter (Touloukian et. al., 1970, 
1975). Information on these properties at high temperatures is difficult to obtain; of 
the available data, the nitrogen data cover the broadest temperature range. 
To solve the species conservation equations, the diffusion coefficients Dn_nux 
must be obtained for each species as a function of mixture composition and 
temperature.  First, the two-component diffusivity DAB is determined for each pair 
of gas species using the method of Fuller et al. (1969): 23 
0.001 T1.75  +  1  \O.5 
(28) MA  MA
DAB = 0.0001 
P [(EAvi)113 + (EB9113}2 
The pressure is in atmospheres, MA and MB are in grams per mole, and the 
temperature is in degrees Kelvin. The leading coefficient outside the fraction is 
required to convert the resulting diffusion coefficients to units of meter squared per 
second. Diffusion volumes EAvi and EBv, were taken from tabulations given by 
Fuller and reproduced in Table 3.1 below. 
Table 3.1: Diffusion Volumes 
N2  18.5  CO2  26.7 
02  16.3  H2O  13.1 
CH4  26.14  Cs  32.7 
Cesium was approximated by using the diffusion volume listed for xenon. 
Once binary diffusion coefficients are calculated, the mixture mass 
diffusivities D.mix for each species can be closely approximated using the equation 
given by Wilke (1950): 
1  yn 
(29)-
Y 11Dn-1  " +  Y(n-1)I Dn-(n-1)  Y(n+1)I Dn-(n+1)  Yid Dn-k 
where 13_z,x is the diffusivity for the nth component of the mixture. 
Conductivity data were obtained from data for cesium seeding given by 
Angrist (1982). Conductivity was treated as a linear function of seed concentration, 24 
and as an exponential function of temperature. This approximation is valid since the 
conductivity increase due to adding even a fraction of a mole percent of cesium is 
two to three orders of magnitude at typical flame temperatures; therefore, 
contributions from flame species are neglected. This also allows the use of an 
infinite reaction rate in modeling the combustion process. In the model, methane 
and oxygen react directly to form water vapor and carbon dioxide; in real flames, 
there are several intermediate reactions between the initial reactants and the final 
products, which involve electrically charged species. Since the conductivity 
contribution due to seeding is much larger than that provided by these intermediate 
species, the effects of these electrically charged species are neglected, and only the 
net chemical reaction need be considered, rather than all of the reaction substeps. 
This would not be possible in unseeded flames, since detailed calculations of the 
intermediate charged species present in the flame would be necessary in order to 
obtain conductivity data. 
Enthalpy data were obtained by curvefitting to the data given in the JANAF 
Thermochemical Tables (1971). A curvefit of the enthalpy of combustion for 
stoichiometric combustion of methane and oxygen was also prepared. 
3.5 mite Volume Modeling of Equations 
The governing equations are computationally modeled using a finite volume 
scheme. In this method, fluid properties and state variables such as density, 
pressure, and temperature are defined at nodes at which are offset from the 25 
momentum components. The ij x-momentum component is located to the right of 
the ij property node, and the ij y-momentum component is located above the ij 
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Figure 3.2: Control Cells for Finite Volume Method 
Governing equations are solved on control cells which differ depending on 
the equation being solved. The control cells for species, mass, and energy 
conservation equations are centered on properties nodes, while momentum equations 
are calculated on cells centered on momentum components. 26 
A major advantage of the finite volume method over a standard finite 
difference approach is the ease with which boundary conditions can be applied. For 
example, since momentum components are defined at the edges of continuity cells, 
it is very easy to apply wall boundary conditions if the cell edge is aligned with the 
wall. The tradeoff accepted in exchange is that properties, state variables and 
momentum components are averaged for some terms of the governing equations. 
When a property value is required between nodes, it is approximated as an average 
of the neighboring cells.  In a similar manner, averages of neighboring momentum 
components are used when a momentum value is required at a property node. 27 
INCOMPRESSIBLE GAS FLOW MODEL  
4.1 Introduction 
An incompressible fluid flow simulation program was developed to meet 
several goals. One objective was to validate the theoretical approach described in 
Chapter 3. A second goal was to obtain insight into the behavior of flows under 
alternating Lorentz forces.  Finally, the computer code written for incompressible 
flows became the basis on which a more sophisticated code was written, to simulate 
compressible gas flows, and ultimately flames, under the influence of Lorentz 
forces. 
4.2 Theory 
For an incompressible fluid flow model, the equations which govern the fluid 
behavior can be greatly reduced in number. By assuming that the cesium metal 
seed is uniformly distributed in the flow, and that the flow is of uniform 
temperature, the species concentrations, density, and temperature in the model can 
be approximated as constants, and governing equations need not be solved for these 
quantities. The governing equations are reduced to the x-momentum, y-momentum, 
and mass conservation equations, with three solution variables: x velocity, y 
velocity, and pressure. This tremendously simplifies the computational problem, 
while retaining the core of the Lorentz force simulation problem. 28 
For an incompressible flow, one can reasonably assume constant viscosity as 
well as constant density. The x-momentum conservation equation can be rewritten 
for constant density and viscosity as: 
+  +  auv  aP  a2u  a2u) au  au2  (30) 
at  ax  ay  ax  p t ax 2  ay2 
while the y-momentum conservation equation becomes: 
av  auv  av2  aP  µ a2v  a2v  (31) 
at  ax  ay  ay  P k ax2  ay2  Y 
These two equations are coupled by the pressure variable in addition to the x 
and y velocities. The additional equation needed for closure is the mass 
conservation equation for two-dimensional incompressible flow: 
au +av  (32) 
ax  ay 
The difficulty in solving these equations numerically is that while it is 
possible to explicitly solve for the velocities in terms of values at the old time step, 
pressure cannot be solved in that manner. It is also not immediately obvious how 
mass continuity can be satisfied.  One can avoid this problem by using predictor 
equations for x and y velocities, and then using an equation derived from mass 
continuity to obtain correction terms for the velocities, as well as the pressure 
change from the old time step to the new time step. This technique was  first 
presented by Patankar and Spalding (1972); a summary of the method is also 
provided in Anderson et. al. (1984). 29 
For the purposes of this derivation, the old time step values of velocity and 
pressure are defined as u, v, and P, the predicted values are defined as u', v', and 
P, and the corrections to these values are Su, (3v, and SP. Note that the old pressure 
is used as the predicted new pressure. The predictor equation for u', based on the 
old values of velocity and pressure, is: 
auv  1  aP  it( a2u  a2/4)
Ul =14 + Lit[-
au2 
ay 2 )  xj ax  ay  p ax  p \ ax2 
(33) 
The velocity v' is predicted by: 
av2  1  aP  a2v  a2v  l auv  + +f  (34) 
Y p ay  p a2  ay2 ax  ay 
The values obtained for the velocity at the next time step from the sum of the 
predictor and the corrector step must also satisfy the momentum equations. The 
velocities at the end of the time step are: 
u"=u1+Su= 
=u+ 
au2  auv  1  a(P+ 8P)  a2u  +  a214 )+fi  (35) 
L  ax  ay  ax  ax2  ay 
/ x 
v1 +1=v/-1-8v= 
auv  av2  1  a(P+ 8P)  a2v  a2v141.  (36) 
ay  p k ax2  2 J  Y1 
L  ax  ay p 
By subtracting Eq. 33 from Eq. 35, the correction term Su can be solved for as a 
function of a newly defined corrector variable /. In the same manner, a  correction 
term correction term Sy can also be found: 30 
At aop) _ap ou  (37) 
p  ax  ax 
A t a(Sp)
Ov  (38) 
P  aY  aY 
The velocities at the end of the time step can then be substituted into the continuity 
equation to obtain an expression solely in terms of fl: 
au  av  a(1414-814)  a(ut+av)  ax  (39) 
ax
+ ay  ax  ay  ax  ay  -o 
This equation can be rearranged as: 
a213  a2p  aui+ ay'  (40) 
ax2  ay 2  ax  ay 
This is an elliptic equation in (3. By using the predicted velocities, the equation can 
be solved fora in each continuity cell. Once )3 is obtained, Eq. 37 and Eq. 38 can 
be used to determine the correction terms for the velocities, and the change in 
pressure during the time step can be determined. 
4.3 Implementation and Boundary Conditions 
The incompressible flow governing equations are implemented in a Fortran 
77 code, IFLOW3, reproduced in Appendix D. The starting data for simulations is 
created by a shorter Fortran 77 code, STARTER (see Appendix C). Once a 
simulation is completed, a conversion program called IFCON reads the output file, 
and produces files in PLOT3D format for use in Fieldview visualization software. 31 
The first step in an IFLOW3 simulation is to read the start data file. The 
program then enters a convergence-test loop which has a period equal to the period 
of the cyclic body force. For each time step, it first calculates predicted values of 
the x and y velocity, and then calculates corrections to these velocities and to the 
pressure field. At regular intervals of a few time steps, velocity and pressure data 
are written to an output file. When one cycle of the convergence-test loop is 
completed, the velocity and pressure profiles at the end of the cycle are compared to 
stored values from the last cycle; if convergence has been achieved within specified 
parameters, the program exits.  If the solution has not converged, another cycle 
begins, and the old output data is overwritten. 
IFLOW3 uses guard cells to implement boundary conditions. At the vertical  . 
walls, the u velocity component is set equal to zero, while the v component in the 
guard cell is mirrored antisymmetrically: 
(41) vguard =  vcom 
This simulates a no-slip wall condition. At the entrance and exit, the flow is 
required to be uniform: 
(42a, 42b) Uguard  = 0  and  Vguard = Vcomp 
The corrector variable /3 uses symmetry conditions at all four boundaries: 
(43)
13guard  Pcomp 
This reflects the fact that since the wall is a streamline, pressure should be mirrored 
symmetrically at the walls. At the entrance and exit, the pressure changes in the 32 
guard and computational cells should also be equal, so that the entrance and exit 
velocity conditions remain as predicted. 
4.4 Results and Discussion 
A simulation has been made of a nitrogen-cesium mixture flowing through 
the burner. The fluid is at a temperature of 2000K, and is 0.2 percent cesium by 
mole fraction. A magnetic field of 0.032 tesla has been applied to the flow. A 220 
volt sinusoidally oscillating electrical potential with a period of 60 hertz is supplied 
to the electrodes. The numerical grid for this simulation is 20 by 20 nodes. 
Figure 4.1 shows a sequential view of the velocity vectors, and Figure 4.2 
displays contour maps of the pressure fields which correspond to the velocity 
vectors. There is a characteristic S shape to the velocity vectors; this flow pattern 
is similar to patterns observed in Lorentz force experiments on diffusion flames by 
Pattee and Peterson (1993). The pattern results from the fact that the Lorentz force 
is greatest between the electrodes; the force decreases proportionally to the inverse 
square of the distance from the grid point to the direct path between the electrodes. 
In the simulation, the flow is approximated as incompressible, so fluid pushed 
sideways by the Lorentz force displaces fluid near the wall. The fluid downstream 
responds by accelerating, while the fluid upstream decelerates. The fluid is also 
forced by rising pressure to flow in the opposite direction of the body force in areas 
far from the electrodes where the Lorentz force is weak. 111///111111 1111//ui
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Figure 4.1: Velocity Vectors During One Complete Lorentz Force Cycle F G H  
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Figure 4.2: Pressure Contours During One Complete Lorentz Force Cycle 35 
In fact, the incompressible simulation underpredicts the S shape velocity field 
in an actual flow because it does not model some additional causes of this behavior. 
Because the Lorentz force is proportional to the electrical conductivity, which is 
temperature dependent, the S shape should be even more exaggerated for diffusion 
flames due to the temperature profile of the fluid. Even in non-reactive flows, 
resistive heating of the gas flow will form a hot zone which conducts electricity 
more than the surrounding fluid, further intensifying the Lorentz force near the 
electrodes. The incompressible computer code assumes that the gas flow is non-
reactive and at constant temperature, so it does not model this additional 
temperature effect. 
4.5 Conclusions 
The Lorentz force theory developed in Chapter 3 and used in the 
incompressible model simulates the flow behavior well, even though several effects 
are neglected by the incompressible model's assumptions.  A mechanism which 
produces the S shaped velocity vectors has been revealed by incompressible 
simulation. This validates the approach used, and meets goals set for the 
incompressible modeling project. 36 
COMPRESSIBLE GAS FLOW MODEL 
5.1 Introduction 
A simulation code was developed for compressible fluid flow. The computer 
code was developed to simulate flows without body forces as well as Lorentz force 
affected flows. Modeling of combustion, under simplifying assumptions of infinite 
reaction rate and stoichiometric reaction, was also included in the computer code. 
Preliminary validation tests of the model indicate that the methods used are 
promising for solving this type of problem, but additional development is needed. 
5.2 Theory 
For the compressible flow model, the full set of governing equations 
developed in Chapter 3 is needed to predict the flow. If these equations were 
implemented explicitly, a very small time step size would be required to avoid 
instability in the computer model. For this reason, it would be preferable to 
implement a predictor-corrector scheme similar to the one used for the 
incompressible flow model. The key to developing the incompressible corrector 
described in Chapter 4 was to rewrite the velocity correction in terms of a pressure 
change, and then substitute these corrections into the mass conservation equation. 
A similar predictor-corrector scheme can be developed for compressible flow, but it 
requires a different choice of corrector equations. Patnaik et. al. (1987) have 
developed a such correction scheme for compressible flows, BICFCT, using an 37 
equation for conservation of internal energy to derive the corrector, rather than 
using the mass conservation equation. The mass conservation equation is used 
solely for explicit prediction of density. Density is not corrected by the method, but 
pressure, momenta, and energy are corrected. They base their choice of equations 
on an analysis by Casulli and Greenspan (1984), which shows that two portions of 
the governing equations must be treated implicitly to avoid Courant time step 
limitations: the pressure terms in the momentum conservation equations and the 
velocity terms in the energy conservation equation. 
For inviscid, compressible flow neglecting body forces, the x-momentum 
conservation equation is: 
a(pu)  a(pou  a(pov  ap  (44) 
at  ax  ay ax 
while the y-momentum conservation equation is: 
apv  a(pv)u _a(pv)v _ap  (45) 
at  ax  ay ay 
As in the incompressible code, predictor equations for momenta are defined using 
old values of momenta and pressure: 
a(pu)v pu / = pu+ At[- (3(Pu)u  al  (46) 
ax  ay  ax 
a(pv)u  a(pv)v  ap 1 pv/ =pv+ At [  (47) 
ax  ay ay i 38 
The values obtained for the momenta at the next time step must also satisfy 
the conservation equations. The x direction momentum equation at the end of the 
time step is: 
)u pu1 +1 = pui+Opu = pu+Aq- a(Puax a(Pu)v- a(eP" + (1 -e)P)  (48) 
ax ay 
and for the y direction, the resulting equation is: 
pv1+1= pvi+ p v = pv +At[- 8(13v)u  e(Pv)v  e(e1314.1 +  e)P) I  (49) 
ay  ay 
0 is an implicitness parameter; when 0 is equal to 1, the system of equations treats 
pressure purely implicitly. In the computer model, the purely implicit form of the 
predictor-corrector system is used. We define a corrector variable (3: 
(50) =  t(P1*1 -P) 
By subtracting the predictor equations from the end of time step conservation 
equations, as was done for the incompressible model, the correction terms for 
momenta can be rewritten in terms of the corrector variable (3: 
ap Spu---ap  and  Spy-- (51a, 51b) 
ax  8y 
The next step is developing a corrector equation from conservation of 
internal energy, in terms of known values and one unknown variable, (3.  The total 
energy density E in a cell is the sum of the internal energy and the kinetic energy: 39 
(142 +v2)  (52) 
The specific internal energy is e (Patnaik uses this variable for total internal energy, 
so the equation above differs from his development by a factor of p).  If convective 
transport is the sole means of transporting energy, the conservation equation for 
internal energy is: 
Ei  --a (E' + P)[0141÷1  e)u] --a (E + P)[ev" (1  ov]  (53) 
A At  ax  ay 
The velocity terms are treated implicitly, but the pressure and energy terms are not. 
The next task is to substitute expressions for the energy and velocity values a the 
1+1 time step; this will yield an equation with only one unknown variable, (3. Due 
to these substitutions, the energy change during the time step is treated implicitly. 
The ideal gas equation of state is: 
P = p (y  1)e  (54) 
A correction equation for energy can then be derived from the equation of state. 
Since y is constant in ideal gases, the correction term is: 
pet.]  0 (P1#1  + pe  P  +pe  (55)
(y -1)0  (y -1)0 At 
By considering both the change in pressure and the change in internal energy, a 
correction for specific enthalpy can be found: 
P  Y P ph" = (P" P)+ p(e" -e)  P  (56)
eAt (y  At  (y  oeAt 
This correction will be used later to update enthalpy information. 40 
Substituting Eq. 51a, Eq. 51b, and Eq. 55 into Eq. 53 yields an energy 
conservation equation containing only one unknown variable, /3: 
p  p1+1  /2  /2)  +v2)
(4  (42 
(y -1)6 At  2A t 
_e  a (E+P)(u,-ap)-0 a (t+p)(v 1  ap)  (57) 
aX p  aY  Pi aT 
-1(t+P)(1-0)u-1(t+P)(1-13)v 
ax  aY 
By using the predicted density and momenta information, together with old 
information on the energy and pressure, this equation can be solved for 13.  Once /3 
is obtained, Eq. 51a and 51b can be used to determine corrections to the velocities, 
while changes in pressure and enthalpy can be determined from Eq. 50 and 56. 
The process can be extended to include viscous effects, other forms of 
energy transfer, and body forces.  If viscous terms and body forces are included, 
the momentum predictor equations become: 
a(pu)u  a(pov  ap pul = pu +At{ 
ay  dx  (58) 
21.t 12 au  +  1111214 +-1?-1+.1.1 
ax 3  av  ay I  ay  ay  ax 
a(pv)v  ap pv =pv + Lit[- a(pv)u 
ax  ay  ay  (59) 
+	 a  (au  av). a 2T av  au).
-rJ.] 
ax  ay ax  ay  3  ay aX  Y 
Since viscous effects and body forces are determined explicitly, the conservation 
equations for momenta at the end of the time step gain identical terms, so Eq. 51a 
and Eq. 51b remain unchanged. However, it is important to properly model the 41 
increase in the energy of the fluid due to body forces, and to model the viscous 
dissipation of heat. Oran and Boris (1987) recommend treating both processes 
separately from the predictor-corrector process. They also offer an alternative 
method for treating uniform, time-independent body forces in the predictor-corrector 
process, by introducing a potential energy term to the energy density. Neither 
process is entirely satisfactory for this case due to the large magnitude of the 
Lorentz body force and the time-varying nature of those force. An alternative 
which allows inclusion of these terms directly into the predictor-corrector process is 
preferable. 
There is already a straightforward way to obtain the energy dissipated by 
viscosity. The viscous dissipation term was defined as: 
..1-2/(314  +2( aq au  aV  aV121  (60) 
14[ kax)  \ay)  ay  ax)  3 kax  ay) 
Since the viscous terms in Eq. 58 and 59 use old values of velocity, the energy 
dissipated by viscous action can be calculated and added to the right side of the 
corrector equation. 
One way to determine the change of energy introduced by a body force is to 
consider the work done by the force on the fluid. In vector form, the work is: 
WF = (F  t  (61) 
Therefore, the power (or rate of work on the fluid) is the dot product of the force 
and velocity vectors. The forces are determined based on geometry and on 42 
properties at the prior time step. The average velocity terms can be rewritten in 
terms of known values and the implicit solution variable 
(u+uf-22-)  (v+vi-ly)  (62) 
wF=fx  +f 2  Y 2 
Thermal conduction and the enthalpy transfer due to Fick's Law diffusion of 
chemical species can also be treated as additional terms for incorporation into the 
predictor-corrector scheme. These terms, along with the viscous dissipation term 
and the work terms for the forces, are added to the right side of Eq. 57: 
R  p1+1(ui2+vi2)- p(u2 +v2)  a (E+P)64,_ sap\ 
(y -1)6At  2,6, t  ax  P/  \  ax 
- 6  a (E+P)Ivi-M-lai-p)(1-8)/4 
aY  pi  \  aY I al; 
(63) - 1(t+p)(1-6)1Au+141---a1)+ -fi(v+v'31) 
ax ay  2 2 ay 
a  a P h M a  aP h (7) +--D a  nn +D.nn  n-mix  ax  n -ma 
a  aT a aT +41+  w_ +  .. le 
ax  a  ay  ay 
The correction equation accounts for the energy transfer processes, but it is still 
necessary to treat resistive heating and combustion separately from the predictor-
corrector process, as recommended by Oran and Boris (1987). 
5.3 flux-Corrected Transport 
Flux-corrected transport is a numerical technique for the solution of 
physically conserved quantities in computational models. These principles can be 43 
applied to conservation of mass, momentum, or energy density.  The technique has 
been developed in several papers by Boris and Book (1973,  1976) and Boris, Book, 
and Hain (1975). Zalesak (1979) has generalized it to multidimensional cases. 
Flux-corrected transport arises from considering numerical errors which 
occur on a computational grid. In regions of steep gradients in the conserved 
quantity, and in areas where the velocity is large, the truncation errors of standard 
finite difference expansions can be as large as the desired solution (Boris and Book, 
1973). The simulation becomes unstable when either of these situations occurs. 
Low order methods or methods with strong diffusive terms can be employed to 
assure numerical stability, but these methods have drawbacks as well; the strong 
diffusion in such methods reduces resolution by suppressing physically correct steep 
gradients. 
Errors in numerical solutions for transported properties have been subjected 
to Fourier analysis by Boris and Book (1976). Density or other properties can be 
represented as infinite series: 
CO 
(64) E pk(t)e (21z ik41') P 4,0 
k= 
where L=NAx is the length of the numerical grid. The individual pt terms are 
found from an integral over the density function: 
Pk(t) =  f
L 
p(x t) e (-214/4/4 dx  (65) 
L o 44 
The convenient feature of this representation is that the closed solution for transport 
becomes: 
= p k(o) ePnikVotlp  (66) Pk(t) 
with V0 equal to the fluid velocity. The Fourier series is transported downstream 
with all harmonics in phase and with fixed amplitudes. Boris and Book then 
analyze the ways in which numerical solutions fall short of this ideal solution. They 
distinguish three types of errors which occur in simulation codes: damping, 
dispersion, and Gibbs errors. 
Damping errors occur when portions of the Fourier series solution are 
diminished in amplitude. This type of error is often traced to diffusive terms in the 
governing equations; short wavelet/17th harmonics are damped more strongly than 
long wavelength harmonics. Dispersion errors occur when some harmonics move at 
different phase velocities than the fluid flow velocity; numerical information travels 
either faster or slower than the fluid flow velocity. This type of error occurs 
because continuous derivatives in time and space are being approximated by finite 
differences, so that the phase velocity of the harmonic is no longer independent of 
its wavelength. Gibbs errors result from knowing the value of the property only at 
a fixed number of grid points; the number of independent Fourier harmonics which 
can be propagated is limited by the number of grid points, effectively truncating the 
Fourier series.  Dispersion and Gibbs errors cause the numerical solution to 
overshoot or undershoot the correct value for the property. 45 
It would be preferable to model physical quantities such as density, 
momenta, or energy using high order numerical approximations, or at least with 
numerical approximations which have little diffusion. However, high order 
approximations are subject to overshooting and undershooting due to dispersion and 
Gibbs errors; these errors can accumulate and lead to instability. Low-order or 
highly diffusive techniques avoid this type of instability, but at a cost of introducing 
damping due to diffusive terms. Flux-corrected transport achieves greater 
accuracies by using a low order solution to find the maxima and minima for 
predicted values.  It defines antidiffusive fluxes as the difference between the low 
order method and the high order method, such that if the antidiffusive fluxes were 
applied to the low order solution, the result would be the standard high order 
solution. These antidiffusive fluxes are then limited to prevent overshooting and 
undershooting of the maxima and minima determined by the low order prediction; 
this is the "flux-limiting" process. By applying these corrected antidiffusive fluxes 
to the low order solution, the new values for the property are obtained. In this 
way, much of the greater accuracy available from the high order method is retained 
without introducing overshoots and undershoots. 
The algorithm used for predicting convective transport of mass, momenta, 
and energy in the compressible model is a generalized multidimensional algorithm 
developed by Zalesak (1979). Density is used as the transported quantity in this 
example, but the method applies equally well to other convective transport 
scenarios. In the compressible flow model, flux-corrected transport is used to 
predict momenta and energy transport as well as mass transport. 46 
The first step in Zalesak's method is to define the high and low order 
transport fluxes for the method. For the flux-corrected transport algorithms in this 
program, the low order transport fluxes are: 
fLki =AxAYil(Pi./.  +P-)-lieul (Piq.-13-)) 2  4  IJ 2  J  iti  (67) 
le le,'
g '  (E = AxAy((p.. 1+ p..)--(Pki.,/ -Pd)
2 v#  2 1%1 
and the high order fluxes are: 
E2 




g  = xAy (2 ev (p  +p.)-(p..  -p.)) 
kir  ki  2 v41 
The transport fluxes are defined as being located to the right and above the 
associated grid point for the transported quantity (e.g. the x-direction transport flux 
L;,; is to the right of the p,, grid point, and the y-direction transport flux tij is 
located above the same grid point; see Figure 5.1). 
Thee values are dimensionless transport velocities; for mass transport these 
values are: 
p  Pvij At  and  At  u =  v  (69a, 69b) /Ix  (Pi,/ j+ PA) 
2 2 I.  .1 
Considerable latitude for optimization of the program exists in the choice of the low 
and high order flux terms, but the key requirement is that the low order transport 
flux must provide predictions which are monotonic (e.g. the predicted values for the 47 
gu 
ij continuity cell 
ft,/ 
g41 -1 
Figure 5.1: Flux Orientations for Flux-Corrected Transport 
low order method must be free of dispersive ripples). The coefficients for the 
diffusive terms in Eq. 44 and Eq. 45,  I E1/2 and 2/2, were chosen based on an 
analysis presented in Oran and Boris (1987). The low order flux applies the 
minimum diffusion required to ensure that the density remains positive, so long as E 
is less than one-half; it is a donor-cell flow algorithm. In this particular case, the 
high order flux is in fact of the same numerical order, but it applies only the 
minimum diffusion required to ensure stability of the numerical method. 
The low order convective transport solution for the next time step can be 
found by applying the low order fluxes: 
1  (.eL  L  L - (70) P  = P  AxAy  g  g  4") 
Antidiffusive fluxes can then be defined by subtracting the low order fluxes from the 
high order fluxes: 48 
Ax.._fH.._fi,..  and  Ar.._01/..-0L...  (71) kiJJ  a vav 
If the antidiffusive fluxes were applied to the low order solution, the result would be 
the predicted high order solution. The goal of the algorithm is to limit these 
antidiffusive fluxes in such a way that dispersive overshoots and undershoots of 
density are avoided, while still using as much of the high order method's prediction 
as possible. The corrected antidiffusive fluxes can then be applied to the low order 
solution to obtain new values for density. 
With the low order predicted solution available, maximum and minimum 
values can be found for density based on both the prior time step and the new 
predicted values. These values are just the maximum and minimum values of the 
density of a point and its neighbors, using both the prior and the predicted density 
values: 
(72)
td td  td  td  td 
Pfnar max P  P  P  P  P  P  P ij_p P  ) 
(73)
min _  td  td  td  td 
P  min( Pk? Piqx Pi+ix Puq,  P  P  P  P it -PPd  ) 
The density maxima and minima can then be used to limit the antidiffusive fluxes to 
prevent overshooting maxima or undershooting minima in the density profik. 
The next step in Zalesak's method is to calculate limiting values for the 
antidiffusive fluxes. He defines three quantities to determine the upper limits on 
antidiffusive fluxes into a point.  /74" is the sum of the antidiffusive fluxes into a 
density cell: 49 
P  = max (0,A x i  j) min (0,A Xii) + m a x (0,A  )  min (0,A Yu)  (74) 
P+ is the mass flow into the cell; it is the mass that would be added by the 
uncorrected antidiffusive fluxes.  If this mass addition would raise the density at the 
current point above the value of the local maximum, then the flux should be limited 
to prevent an overshoot.  If the quantity Q+ is defined as the difference between the 
predicted value and the local maximum value of the density: 
(75) Q'ij= (pmaxij  Prdij) Ax AY 
then the limit value R+ can be defined as: 
'ii/P÷ii)  if P ij>0 
(76)
if P+ij=0 
The limit value is always between zero and one. If P+ is larger than Q +, then the 
uncorrected antidiffusive fluxes would cause an overshoot. By setting le equal to 
the ratio Q+ I  , the excess antidiffusive fluxes will be trimmed in size such that the 
density will no longer be overshot if the fluxes are applied to the low order solution. 
In the same manner, three equivalent quantities P, a, and K can be defined: 
P  = max(0,A X-) -min(0 A X.  .)+max(0 A Y..) -min(0A  )  (77)
1.j lj  5 
(78) Q-ij= (elv  P min) Ax AY 
min(1,(2  -ij)  if P-ij>01 
(79) = 
kJ  t0  if P-id=01 
P- is the sum of the antidiffusive fluxes exiting the density cell, and a is the 50 
difference between the low order predicted value and the local minimum. If P is 
larger than Q-, then the uncorrected antidiffusive fluxes would cause an undershoot 
of the local density minimum. As with the R+ values, setting K equal to the ratio 
of Q-/P reduces the antidiffusive fluxes such that an undershoot of density is 
avoided. 
With limit values calculated, the lower of the limit values Kf and K can be 
applied to an antidiffusive flux.  This prevents both an overshoot in the continuity 
cell which a flux is directed into, and an undershoot in the continuity cell which the 
flux is exiting from. For the antidiffusive fluxes in the x direction, the limits are 
imposed as follows: 
1?- )  if Ax<0}  (80) Ax.. = 
4.1" 
gv  Ax..min(le.  .)  if Ax>0 
i+1  v 
In the y direction, the limits are applied in the same manner: 
AY..min(lrii,R-kH)  if A  <  (81) AY.. - { 
ki  A Yi min (R  R  )  if A Yij > 0 I 
As the final step, the limited fluxes are added to the low order transport solution to 
obtain the solution at the next time step: 
,14-1  td  1  (AX-AX.  +AY.._AY  (82) ij  Axi63,  v 
Zalesak also recommends a refinement of the flux limiting process. For 
cases in which antidiffusive fluxes are directed down gradients in the transported 
quantity, he recommends setting those fluxes to zero. By setting the antidiffusive 51 
fluxes equal to zero in these cases, the refinement prevents formation of local shelf-
like regions of no gradient in the midst of a larger gradient (see Figure 5.2). 
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Figure 5.2:  Cancellation of Antidiffusive Fluxes on Negative Gradients 
The test process for setting these fluxes equal to zero uses the following equations: 
Axij  0  if  A xij( ptdi÷/j  < 0 
and either  A Xij( ptdi.2j  ptdiqj) < 0  (83) 
or  Axii(pfdij- < 0 
AYij= 0  if  AY ii(prdij1- -per)  < 0 
and either  Alrii(ei2  < 0  (84) 
or  AYij(elij-prdii_i)  < 0 
When used, this test for the direction of fluxes is applied prior to the flux limiting 
process of Eq. 74-81. 
This method can be extended for predicting convective transport in momenta 
and in energy as well. However, it is important to use only the convective transport 52 
terms in the flux-corrected transport portion of the algorithm; non-transport 
phenomena, such as the body force terms, pressure gradients, and viscous effects 
which appear in the momentum conservation equations, should be applied to the 
solution after flux-corrected transport has been carried out.  Otherwise, false 
information will be introduced into the flux-limiting process, with the result that the 
antidiffusive fluxes will be incorrectly limited by the algorithm. This happens 
because Zalesak's algorithm looks at both predicted and prior time step values for a 
transported property in determining the limits on a property. 
5.4 Implementation and Boundary Conditions 
The compressible flow model is implemented in a Fortran 77 code, FLOW4 
(see Appendix G). The starting data for simulations is created by a shorter Fortran 
77 code, FLOWST (see Appendix F). Once a simulation is completed, a program 
called FCON (presented in Appendix H) converts the output file to PLOT3D 
formatted files for use in Fieldview visualization software. 
The FLOW4 simulation code begins a run by reading the start data file. 
Initial ideal-gas enthalpies are calculated based on the temperature data. The 
computer program enters a convergence-test loop with a period equal to one body 
force cycle.  First, the diffusion coefficients, thermal conductivity, and viscosity are 
computed for the fluid.  Next, the density is explicitly predicted using flux-corrected 
transport and Fick's law of diffusion. Once the density has been determined, 
predictions are made for pu and pv, with convective transport predicted by flux-53 
corrected transport. Now, with all necessary values known, the predictor equation 
is used to obtain corrections to the energy, pressure, and velocity. The velocity, 
pressure, temperature, and species composition data are written to an output file 32 
times per body force cycle. When a convergence-test cycle is completed, velocity, 
pressure, and temperature profiles at the end of the cycle are compared to stored 
values from the last cycle. When convergence has been achieved within specified 
parameters, the program stops. 
On the vertical wall, boundary conditions were applied as follows: the x-
momentum at the wall interface was set to zero. Pressure, energy, and density 
variables were mirrored symmetrically at the wall: 
(85)
Pguard  Pcomp 
(86)
Eguard  = Ecomp 
(87)
P n,guard  P n,comp 
For viscous flow, a no-slip condition was imposed by setting the pv momentum 
component in the guard cell equal to the negative of the corresponding component in 
the fluid flow. The thermal conduction boundary condition along the wall was 
modeled by using a Nusselt number for heat transfer in fully developed flow taken 
from Bejan (1984). This overpredicts heat transfer for the developing-flow 
conditions inside the shrouded burner but does place an upper limit on heat transfer 
to the walls. 54 
At the entrance, density and the pv momentum are fixed, constant values, 
while pressure and energy are again symmetrically mirrored. At the exit, density 
and pv momentum are mirrored symmetrically, but pressure is relaxed far-stream 
values at the exit. The pu momentum component is symmetrically mirrored at both 
the entrance and exit. 
5.5 Validation Testing 
Before a numerical model can be used for studying a process, validation tests 
must be conducted on the model. These are simulation runs in which initial 
conditions for which the long-term answer is known are used. Verification of the 
computer code on known problems is essential in obtaining reliable simulations. 
A typical validation test for convective transport of heat is presented in 
Figure 5.3. The fluid flow is treated inviscidly, and no body forces are acting on 
the flow. A single high-temperature, high-pressure spot is located in an otherwise 
uniform pressure and temperature field.  This represents a chemical reaction taking 
place just prior to the start of the simulation in a single continuity cell. The 
computational model must be capable of correctly predicting the behavior of a such 
a case, which occurs during each time step in a reactive flow. The expected 
behavior is for the high-temperature spot to flow off the computational grid, as 
shown in the figure. There is an initial expansion of the hot gas, which causes the 
enlarged pocket to spread in all directions; but shortly after this expansion, the 
dominant convective transport process sweeps the hot fluid downstream. 55 
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Figure 5.3: Convective Transport of a Hot Gas Pocket 56 
Many such validation tests must be conducted on complex computational 
models like the compressible simulation code. Much has been accomplished, but 
additional validation testing remains to be done. The status of validation testing for 
the compressible model is displayed in Table 5.1. A challenging aspect of verifying 
the compressible computer code is that few parts of the program can be tested 
separately from the rest of the larger algorithm. The pressure correction method 
has several interrelated subroutines which cannot be effectively tested separately, 
and which have a much higher level of complexity than the incompressible computer 
code had; in the incompressible model, the density prediction, velocity prediction, 
and correction subroutines function as one unit. This complicates validation of the 
Table 5.1: Development, Programming, and  













































numerical method, since it is more difficult to trace the causes of numerical results, 
and therefore is more difficult to confirm proper functioning in specific portions of 
the model. Where testing of subunits is possible, such as for the subroutine which 
models Jou lean heating and combustion reactions, more progress has been made. 
5.6 Future Work 
It is expected that the validation process will take considerably more time to 
complete. Verification of numerical model will culminate in diffusion flame runs 
both with and without Lorentz forces. 
Once successful flame simulations have been achieved, there are several 
aspects where improvements can be made. The single most important upgrade 
which could be made would be to incorporate more data on electrical conductivity 
over a wider range of alkali metal seed concentrations and temperatures.  This 
would lead to more accurate modeling of the Lorentz force.  Viscosity and thermal 
conductivity data are currently approximated by data for pure nitrogen; these could 
be upgraded to true multicomponent viscosity and thermal conductivity models.  It 
may be useful to replace the infinite reaction rate assumptions of the current model 
with more sophisticated chemical kinetics models. The latter pair of possible 
upgrades involve a tradeoff: while the model may be more accurate after such 
revisions, the extra computational effort required may also lengthen the running 
times for simulations substantially. 58 
6. SUMMARY 
The theoretical tools needed to design simulations of reactive, Lorentz force 
influenced flows have been assembled. The theoretical development required to 
model reactive flows under these conditions has many elements, including: the 
electromagnetic field theory necessary to calculate Lorentz forces; conservation laws 
for a compressible, reactive gas flow; modeling of viscous effects, heat transfer via 
conduction and diffusion, combustion reactions, and resistive heating of the gas 
flow. 
The Lorentz force on a gas flow is determined by the applied electric and 
magnetic fields, but it is critically dependent on the electrical conductivity of the gas 
flow. Seeding a hot gas flow with alkali metal ions raises the conductivity by 
several orders of magnitude and therefore makes sizable Lorentz forces possible 
with relatively small fields.  It also is much easier to model the electrical 
conductivity of the gas, since it predominantly becomes a function of the seed 
concentration and the temperature. Finally, by increasing the relative strength of 
Lorentz forces compared to other electromagnetic effects present in the fluid, such 
as paramagnetism, it allows one to treat these effects as negligible and focus on 
modeling Lorentz forces. 
An computer code which models Lorentz forces on a nonreactive, 
incompressible flow has been written. A predictor-corrector scheme has been 
implemented to solve the governing equations of incompressible fluid flow. The 
model produces velocity fields which look strikingly like those which occur in actual 59 
Lorentz force tests on diffusion flames. Since these results were achieved in spite 
of neglecting several effects which alter the force magnitude in real flows, most 
notably the effect of temperature, this is an encouraging result. 
A simulation code for compressible, reactive flow has been developed. The 
program uses a barely implicit predictor-corrector scheme.  Flux-corrected transport 
algorithms produce the predicted values, while energy conservation is used to 
develop a corrector for pressure, energy, and velocity terms in the numerical model. 
The computer code shows promise of realistically modeling the combustion behavior 
and the Lorentz force. However, further work in validation testing of the code is 
needed before useful simulations of diffusion flames and Lorentz forces are 
possible. 60 
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APPENDIX A: NOMENCLATURE 
Ax  antidiffusive flux oriented in the x direction 
A"  antidiffusive flux oriented in the y direction 
B.  externally imposed magnetic field 
Dn_mix  diffusion coefficient for the nth chemical species with respect to the 
gas mixture. 
E  total energy density 
.tv,  total energy density at next time step 
e  specific internal energy 
e  specific internal energy for next time step 
fx  x direction force component 
fy  y direction force component 
fL  x direction low order transport flux for flux-corrected transport 
fri  x direction high order transport flux for flux-corrected transport 
L  y direction low order transport flux for flux-corrected transport 
H  y direction high order transport flux for flux-corrected transport 
h  specific enthalpy 
h  specific enthalpy of nth chemical species 
I  electric current 
z  z component of electric current flow 
L  distance from the electrodes to the computational grid 
MA  molecular weight of species A 65 
MB  molecular weight of species B 
N  number of nodes on one axis of computational grid 
P  pressure 
P+  maximum gain in a property possible due to antidiffusive flux 
in flux-corrected transport algorithms 
P- maximum loss in a property possible due to antidiffusive flux 
in flux-corrected transport algoritm 
Q+  difference between local maximum in property and the predicted 
value for the property 
Q- difference between the predicted value for the property and the 
local minimum 
R+  flux-correction limit value to prevent overshooting of properties 
R- flux-correction limit value to prevent undershooting of properties 
R.  ideal gas constant for nth chemical species 
T  temperature 
t  time 
u  x direction velocity component 
u'  x direction predicted velocity component 
ul-f-/  x direction velocity for next time step 
y direction velocity component 
v'  y direction predicted velocity component 
v/4-/  y direction velocity for next time step 
electrical potential 
Vo  maximum magnitude of externally imposed electrical potential 
Vo  fluid flow velocity; used in Fourier analysis 66 
\V"'f.,  formation (combustion) rate of fuel 
*5 9 9  formation rate of the nth chemical species . 
Wj  Joule (resistive) heating rate of the gas due to electric current flow 
zo  one-half of the electrode gap distance 
Vectors 
B  magnetic induction (analogous to electric field) 
D  electric displacement 
E  electric field 
F  force 
H  magnetic field (analogous to electric displacement) 
j  electric current 
M  magnetization vector of the gas 
P  polarization; a vector electrical property of the gas 
v  velocity vector for gas flow 
Greek 
pressure correction variable for predictor-corrector methods 
enthalpy of combustion for the fuel-oxidant reaction 
13 
Hcomb 
At  magnitude of one time step in computer simulation 
SP  pressure correction term 
Su  x direction velocity correction term 67 
Sv  y direction velocity correction term 
co  permittivity of free space; this electric constant appears in Maxwell 
relations when the equations are given in SI units 
Eu  x direction dimensionless transport velocity 
cv  y direction dimensionless transport velocity 
0  implicitness parameter for compressible predictor-corrector scheme 
K  thermal conductivity of the gas 
viscosity 
permittivity of free space; this magnetic constant appears in Maxwell 
relations when the equations are written in SI units 
p  mass density 
Pk(t)  kth Fourier series term in an expansion of p(x,t) 
Pq  electric charge density 
Pn  mass density of the nth chemical species 
P
1+1  mass density for next time step 
pmar  local maximum mass density 
pmin  local minimum mass density 
Ptd  low order predicted mass density in a flux-corrected transport scheme 
pu  x direction momentum component 
pv1 -1-1  x direction momentum component for next time step 
pu'  predicted x direction momentum component 
pv  y direction momentum component 
pv'  predicted y direction momentum component 
pv/+/  y direction momentum component for next time step 68 
EAVi  diffusion volume for chemical species A 
EBv,  diffusion volume for chemical species B 
a  electrical conductivity 
energy dissipation function for viscous flow 
frequency of applied electrical potential; determines frequency of Lorentz 
force 
Subscripts 
ave  average value 
comp  refers to property values in a cell at the edge of the solution grid; 
used to implement boundary conditions 
guard  refers to property values in a guard cell outside the solution grid; 
used to implement boundary conditions 
i  refers to x location of a property 
j  refers to y location of a property 
k  refers to kth Fourier series coefficient 
n  refers to nth chemical species 
x  x direction component of a vector quantity 
y  y direction component of a vector quantity 
z  z direction component of a vector quantity 
Superscripts 
l +1  refers to a quantity at the next time step 69 
td  transported and diffused low-order solution for a flux-corrected 
transport algorithm 70 
APPENDIX B: PROPERTIES DATA 
The data used for the curve fits in this section were taken from the 
JANAF Thermochemical Tables (1971) and Thermophysical Properties of Matter 
(1970, 1975). Curves were fitted using Tablecurve 2D, statistical software 
available commercially from Jandel Scientific. 6000 
Rank 1 Eqn 4453 y=a+bx+cx2+d/x+e/x2 
12=0.99999835 DF Adjr2=0.99999811 FitStdErr=2.0753541 Fstat=5165610.4 
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Figure B.1: Specific Enthalpy Versus Temperature for Carbon Dioxide Gas 25000 
Rank 8 Eqn 4453 y=a+bx+cx2+cf/x+e/x2 
r2=0.99996107 DF Adj 12=0.99995517 FitStdErr=42.373457 Fstat=218338.82 
a=-4526.1681 b=5.4591282 c=0.0001673867 
d=1426549.4 e=-1.5810855e+08 
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Figure B.2: Specific Enthalpy Versus Temperature for Methane Gas 5000 
Rank 4 Eqn 2040 y=a+bx+cx2+dx3 
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Figure B.3: Specific Enthalpy Versus Temperature for Nitrogen Gas Rank 1  Eqn 4453 y=a+bx+cx2+d/x+e/x2  
12=0.99999974 DF Adj r2=0.9999997 FitStdErr=0.7220249 Fstat=32900206  
a=-446.993 b=1.0769627 c=2.9436981e-05  
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Figure B.4: Specific Enthalpy Versus Temperature for Oxygen Gas 15000 
Rank 2 Eqn 2040 y=a+bx+cx2+dx3 
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Figure 13.5: Specific Enthalpy Versus Temperature for Water Vapor Rank 1 Eqn 4453  y=a+bx+cx2+d/x+e/x2 
r2=0.99995699 DF Adj r2=0.99993012 FitStdErr=0.3472787 Fstat=52317.036 
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Figure B.6: Enthalpy of Combustion Versus Temperature for Methane-Oxygen  
Flames Between 200 and 1500 Degrees Kelvin  Rank 1  Eqn 4453 y=a+bx+cx2+d/x+e/x2 
r2=0.99999987 DF Adj r2=0.99999984 FitStdErr=0.07818494 Fstat=41181270 
a=1499.5173 b=-0.35637627 c=5.001156e-06 
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Figure 13.7: Enthalpy of Combustion Versus Temperature for Methane-Oxygen  
Flames Between 1500 and 4000 Degrees Kelvin  Rank 2 Eqn 2040 y=a+bx+cx2+dx3  
r2=0.99998198 DF Adj r2=0.99997397 FitStdErr=9.9433549e-05 Fstat=184946.03  
a=0.0012837962 b=9.4118775e-05  
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Figure B.8: Thermal Conductivity of Nitrogen Gas for Temperatures  
Between 200 and 1500 Degrees Kelvin  Rank 4 Eqn 4453 y=a+bx+cx2+d/x+e/x2  
r2=0.99991233 DF Adj r2=0.99988311 FitStdErr=0.00033956056 Fstat=45622.051  
a=2.0469317 b=-0.0005439966 c=6.2914299e-08  
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Figure B.9: Thermal Conductivity of Nitrogen Gas for Temperatures 
Between 1500 and 3500 Degrees Kelvin Rank 6 Eqn 6303 y=a+blnx+c(Inx)z +d(Inx)3+e(Inx)4+f(Inx)5 
r2=0.99999721 DF Adj r2= 0.99999601 FitStdErr=0.029004909 Fstat=1075224.6 
a=0.2309746 b =- 0.57441823 c=-0.83009334 
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Figure 13.10: Viscosity of Nitrogen Gas as a Function of Temperature 81 
C 
APPENDIX C: INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW START FILE CREATION  
PROGRAM  
C***********************************************************************  
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INITIAL FLOW FIELD FOR A CESIUM-SEEDED  
C NITROGEN-SHROUDED METHANE-OXYGEN DIFFUSION FLAME WHICH IS REACTING  
C VERTICALLY INSIDE A SHROUD.   THE DATA FROM THIS PROGRAM IS USED AS  
C THE STARTING CONDITIONS FOR A MAGNETIC BODY FORCE CASE.  
C WRITTEN BY:  JON THOMPSON, MASTER'S CANDIDATE  
C  DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 
C  OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY 
C 
C  PARAMETERS: 
C  IX  X-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES 
C  JY  Y-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES 
C  NN  SPECIES INDEX 
C  DX  X-DIRECTION GRID SIZE 
C  DY  Y-DIRECTION GRID SIZE 
C  VARIABLES 
C  DT  TIME STEP (DEPENDS ON HERTZ) 
C  X  X-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES 
C  Y  Y-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES 
C  PU  X-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  PV  Y-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  P  PRESSURE 
C  RHO  DENSITY OF FLUID (KG/M^3) 
C  T  TEMPERATURE 
c***********************************************************************  
PROGRAM STARTER  
PARAMETER (IX=22,JY=22,NN=7)  
DIMENSION U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),P(  IX,JY),FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY),  
X(IX),Y(JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION U,V,P,FXV,YCS  , X, Y  
PRINT*,'FILLING IN ARRAYS'  
CALL INITVAL(X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS ,IX,JY,NN)  
CALL STARTUP(X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS  ,IX,JY,NN)  
END  
************************************  
C  THIS SUBROUTINE FILLS THE MATRICES OF U, V, AND P WITH THEIR  *  
C  INITIAL VALUES FOR THE MAGNETIC FORCE PROBLEM.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE INITVAL(X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS,IX,JY,NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS  
REAL*8 K,L  
K=0.0  
DO 11 I = 1,IX  
L=0.0  
K=K+1.0  
DO 13 J = 1,JY  
L=L+1.0  
X(I) = 0.0015*K-0  .0165  
Y(J) = 0.0015*L-0 .01725  
P(I,J)=101325.0  
U(I,J)=0.0  
IF (I.EQ.1 .0R.  I .EQ.IX) THEN  








13  CONTINUE  




C THIS WRITES THE INITIAL VALUES FOR X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS TO THE OUTPUT  *  
C FILE.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE STARTUP(X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS,IX,JY,NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS  
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='start.dat')  
PRINT*,'WRITING DATA'  
DO 31 I=1,IX  
DO 33 J=1,JY  
WRITE(2,*)X(I),Y(J),U(I,J),V(I,J),P(I,J),FXV(I,J),YCS(I,J)  
33  CONTINUE  




END  _  _ 
83 
APPENDIX D: INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW SIMULATION PROGRAM  
c*********************************************************************** 
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE FLOW FIELD FOR A CESIUM-SEEDED NITROGEN  * 
C GAS WHICH IS INFLUENCED BY IMPOSED ELECTROMAGNETIC FLOWS.  A TIME- * 
C DEPENDENT ELECTRIC FIELD IS PRODUCED BY POINT ELECTRODES AT  * 
C 0,0,+0.005 AND 0,0,-0.005.  A STEADY MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE Y  * 
C ORIENTATION IS IMPOSED.  THE TIME-VARYING COMPONENT OF B DUE TO  * 
C TIME-VARIANCE IN E IS NEGLECTED.  FLUID IS AT 2000K TEMPERATURE WITH * 
C HEATING EFFECTS DUE TO ELECTRIC CURRENT FLOW NEGLECTED; THIS IS A  * 
C TEST CASE FOR BODY FORCES & THEREFORE THE ADDED COMPLICATION IS  * 
C NEGLECTED  * 
C * 
C WRITTEN BY:  JON THOMPSON, MASTER'S CANDIDATE  * 
C  DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  * 
C  OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY  * 
C  VERSION 3.1  * 
C * 
C  PARAMETERS:  * 
C  IX  X-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES  * 
C  JY  Y-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES  * 
C  HZ  FREQUENCY OF LORENTZ FORCE TERM  * 
C  DX  X-DIRECTION GRID SIZE  * 
C  DY  Y-DIRECTION GRID SIZE  * 
C  RHO  DENSITY OF FLUID (KG/M^3)  * 
C  MU  VISCOSITY OF FLUID  * 
C  DCS  DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR CS-N2  * 
C  ACC  CONVERGENCE CRITERIA  * 
C  VARIABLES:  * 
C  DT  TIME STEP (DEPENDS ON HERTZ)  * 
C  FXON  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR LORENTZ FORCE TERM  * 
C  FYON  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR GRAVITY  * 
C  X  X-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES  * 
C  Y  Y-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES  * 
C  TIME  TIME ELAPSED AT CURRENT STEP  * 
C  U  X-DIRECTION VELOCITY  * 
C  UP  PROVISIONAL U VELOCITY AT NEXT TIME STEP  * 
C  UOLD  VELOCITY ONE CYCLE AGO (CONVERGENCE TEST)  * 
C  V  Y-DIRECTION VELOCITY  * 
C  VP  PROVISIONAL V VELOCITY AT NEXT TIME STEP  * 
*   C  VOLD  VELOCITY ONE CYCLE AGO (CONVERGENCE TEST) 
C P  PRESSURE  * 
C  BETA  LAPLACE SOLUTION VARIABLE FOR CORRECTIONS  * 
*   C  FXV  X-DIRECTION BODY FORCE PER UNIT  VOLUME  
C  YCS  MASS FRACTION OF CESIUM  *  
C  YCSP  PROVISIONAL MASS FRACTION OF CESIUM AT NEXT  *  
C  TIME STEP  *  
c***********************************************************************  
PROGRAM IFLOW  
PARAMETER (IX=22,JY=22,HZ=6,DX=0.0015,DY=0.0015,RHO=0.1707,  
*	  MU=0.0000601,DCS=0.0003684,ACC=0.0001,CONV=0.01)  
DIMENSION U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),UP(IX,JY),VP(IX,JY),UOLD(IX,JY),  
*  VOLD(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY),YCSP(IX,JY),  
*  BETA(IX,JY),X(IX),Y(JY),AA(JY),BB(JY),CC(JY),DD(JY),  
*	  DIV(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION U,V,UP,VP,UOLD,VOLD,P,FXV,YCS,YCSP,BETA,X,Y,AA,  
*	  BB,CC,DD,DIV  
REAL*8 DT, TIME, CTIME, FXON, FYON  
INTEGER FRAME, COUNTER  84 
OPEN(UNIT=19,FILE='task.dat')  
DT=1/(160*HZ)  
C ***** OPENING OUTPUT FILES TO WRITE DATA FOR ONE CYCLE  
C OF BODY FORCE *****  
OPEN(UNIT=3,FILE='field.dat')  
C ***** CALL SUBROUTINE TO LOAD STARTING VALUES FROM FILES  
CALL STARTVAL(X,Y,U,V,UOLD,VOLD,P,FXV,YCS,IX,JY)  
TIME = 0.0  
C ***** START OF CALCULATION LOOP FOR CONVERGENCE *****  
1	  FXON = 1.0  
FYON = 1.0  
FRAME = 0  
CTIME =0.0  
C ***** CALCULATION LOOP FOR ONE CYCLE OF BODY FORCE; NOTE THAT 32  
C "SNAPSHOTS" OF THE FLOW ARE WRITTEN FOR ONE CYCLE OF THE BODY  
C FORCE.  *****  
DO 3 CYCLE=1,32  
FRAME = FRAME + 1  
DO 2 HOOP=1,5  
COUNTER = 0  
CTIME = CTIME + DT  
TIME = TIME + DT  
CALL DIFFUSION(U,V,YCS,YCSP,DX,DY,DT,DCS,IX,JY)  
RHO, IX, JY, CTIME,  CALL PREDICTOR(U,UP,V,VP,P,FXV,YCS,DX,DY,DT,MU,  
FXON,FYON,HZ,DIV)  
BB, CC, DD,  CALL CORRECTOR(BETA,IX,JY,DX,DY,ACC,COUNTER,AA,  
DIV)  
RHO, IX, JY)  CALL UPDATE(U,V,UP,VP,P,BETA,YCS,YCSP,DX,DY,DT,  
2  CONTINUE  
C ***** WRITING INTERMEDIATE VALUES TO RUNTIME FILE TO MONITOR  
C CONVERGENCE *****  
WRITE(19,*)'TIME = ',TIME  
WRITE(19,*)' ITERATIONS = ',COUNTER  





















C ***** WRITING OUTPUT FILE *****  
CALL FINALVAL(X,Y,TIME,U,V,P,YCS,IX,JY)  
3	  CONTINUE  
REWIND(3)  
REWIND(19)  
C ***** TEST FOR CONVERGED SOLUTION OF SIMULATION *****  
WORSTV=0  
DO 5 I= 2,IX -2  85 
DO 7 J=2,JY-2  
TESTV =O  
IF (U(I,J).NE.0) THEN  
TESTV=ABS((U(I,J)-UOLD(I,J))/U(I,J))  
ELSE IF (UOLD(I,J).NE.0) THEN  
TESTV=ABSNUOLD(I,J)-U(I,J))/UOLD(I,J))  
ENDIF  
IF (TESTV.GT.WORSTV) THEN  
WORSTV=TESTV  
ENDIF  
IF (V(I,J).NE.0) THEN  
TESTV=ABS(01(I,J)-VOLD(I,J))/V(I,J))  
ELSE IF (VOLD(I,J).NE.0) THEN  
TESTV=ABS((VOLD(I,J)-V(I,J))/VOLD(I,J))  
ENDIF  





7  CONTINUE  
5  CONTINUE  
C ***** IF SOLUTION IS NOT CONVERGED, RETURN FOR ANOTHER FORCE  
C CYCLE OF ITERATION.  *****  
IF (WORSTV.GT.CONV) THEN  
GO TO 1  
ENDIF  





C THIS SUBROUTINE LOADS THE INITIAL VALUES OF X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS AND  
C THE VALUES OF FIXED PARAMETII;RS IX,JY,MU,RHO,DCS,DX,DY,HZ,ACC,DT.  
C THESE VALUES WERE GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM STARTER.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE STARTVAL(X,Y,U,V,UOLD,VOLD,P,FXV,YCS,IX,JY)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),UOLD(IX,JY),  
VOLD(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,U,V,UOLD,VOLD,P,FXV,YCS  
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='start.dat')  
DO 11 I = 1,IX  




13  CONTINUE  






C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR THE MASS FRACTION OF CESIUM IN EACH CELL  *  
C FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP.  DIFFUSION IS CARRIED OUT BASED ON THE  
C VELOCITIES AT THE OLD TIME STEP AND STORED AS PROVISIONAL VALUES  
C UNTIL THE NEXT UPDATE OF VARIABLES.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE DIFFUSION(U,V,YCS,YCSP,DX,DY,DT,DCS,IX,JY)  
DIMENSION U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY),YCSP(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION U,V,YCS,YCSP  
REAL*8 DT  86 
DO 21 I=3,IX-2  




*   2*YCS(I,J)+YCS(I,J-1))/(DY*DY)))  
23  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR THE PROVISIONAL VELOCITY Al THE NEXT TIME *  
C STEP.  NOTE THAT THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON U AND V ARE NOT ENFORCED *  
C EXPLICITLY IN THIS CALCULATION; RATHER, THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON U *  
C AND V ARE ENFORCED AS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON BETA IN THE CORRECTOR  *  
C SUBROUTINE.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE PREDICTOR(U,UP,V,VP,P,FXV,YCS,DX,DY,DT,MU,RHO,IX,JY,  
CTIME, FXON, FYON, HZ, DIV)  
DIMENSION U(IX,JY),UP(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),VP(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
FXV(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY),DIV(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION U,UP,V,VP,P,FXV,YCS,DIV  
REAL*8 DT,CTIME,FXON,FYON,UFP,UFM,VFP,VFM,  
TERM1,TERM2,TERM3,TERM4  
C ***** NOTE:  UFP IS X-PLUS CELL FACE FLUX VELOCITY  
C *****  UFM IS X-MINUS CELL FACE FLUX VELOCITY  
C *****  VFP IS Y-PLUS CELL FACE FLUX VELOCITY  
C *****  VFM IS Y-MINUS CELL FACE FLUX VELOCITY  
DO 31 I=2,IX-1  
DO 33 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** IF ALONG WALL, THEN U VELOCITY IS FIXED *****  
IF (I.EQ.(IX-1)) THEN  
UP(I,J)=0  
ELSE  
C **** VISCOSITY TERM OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION *****  
TERM1=(MU/RHO)*((U(I+1,J)-2*U(I,J)+U(I-1,J))/(DX*DX)  
+(U(I,J+1)-2*U(I,J)+U(I,J-1))/(DY*DY))  















C ***** BODY FORCE TERM * * * **  
TERM4=FXON*FXV(I,J)*DSIN(CTIME*HZ*6.283185308)*(YCS(I,J)  
+YCS(I-1,J))/(2*RHO)  




C ***** IF AT EXIT, THEN V VELOCITY IS FIXED *****  
IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
VP(I,J)=V(I,J)  87 
ELSE  
C ***** VISCOSITY TERM OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION *****  
TERM1=(MU/RHO)*((V(I+1,J)-2*V(I,J)+V(I-1,J))/(DX*DX)  
+(V(I,J+1)-2*V(I,J)+V(I,J-1))/(DY*DY))  















C ***** BODY FORCE TERM *****  
TERM4= -9.80665*FYON  




33  CONTINUE  
31  CONTINUE  
C ***** SETTING ENTRANCE CONDITION ON VP *****  
DO 35 I=2,IX-1  
VP(I,1)=V(I,1)  
C ***** SETTING LEFT WALL CONDITION ON UP *****  
35  CONTINUE 
DO 37 J=2,JY-1 
UP(1,J)=0 
37  CONTINUE 
C ***** CALCULATING DIVERGENCE *****  
DO 38 I=2,IX-1  
DO 39 J=2,JY-1  
DIV(I,J)=HUP(I,J)-UP(I-1,J))/DX)  
+((VP(I,J)-VP(I,J-1))/DY)  
39  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A NON-HOMOGENEOUS LAPLACE EQUATION WHICH WAS  *  
C DERIVED FROM THE MASS CONSERVATION EQUATION.  BY SOLVING THIS  
C EQUATION, CORRECTION TERMS FOR U,V,P CAN BE DEVELOPED.  BOUNDARY  
C CONDITIONS ON U,V,P ARE ENFORCED BY THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON BETA. *  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE CORRECTOR(BETA,IX,JY,DX,DY,ACC,COUNTER,AA,BB,CC,DD,  
DIV)  
DIMENSION BETA(IX,JY),AA(JY),BB(JY),CC(JY),DD(JY),DIV(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION BETA, UP, VP, V, AA, BB, CC, DD, DIV  
REAL*8 WORSTB,TESTB,RELAX  
INTEGER COUNTER,IL,IU  
COUNTER =O  
RELAX=1.0  
C ***** INITIALIZING SOLUTION ARRAY *****  
DO 47 I=1,IX  
DO 49 J=1,JY  
BETA(I,J)=0  88 
49  CONTINUE  
47  CONTINUE  
50  WORSTB=0  
COUNTER = COUNTER + 1  
C ***** SOLVING FOR BETA *****  
WORSTB=0  
DO 51 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Jth ROW OF BETA *****  
DO 52 I=2,IX-1  
BB(I) = 1/(DX*DX)  
DD(I) = -2/(DX*DX)-2/(DY*DY)  
AA(I) = 1/(DX*DX)  
CC(I)=DIV(I,J)-((BETA(I,J+1)+BETA(I,J-1))/(DY*DY))  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (END OF ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2) = DD(2)+(1/(DX*DX))  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-1)) THEN  
DD(IX-1) = DD(IX-1)+(1/(DX*DX))  
ENDIF  
C ***** VERTICAL (FIRST AND LAST ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(I)= DD(I)+(1/(DY*DY))  
CC(I)=DIV(I,J)-(BETA(I,3)/(DY*DY))  




52	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = IX  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 53 I=2,IX-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(I)-BETA(I,J))  
53  CONTINUE  
51  CONTINUE  
DO 54 I=2,IX-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Ith ROW OF BETA *****  
DO 55 J=2,JY-1  
BB(J) = 1/(DY*DY)  
DD(J) = -2/(DX*DX)-2/(DY*DY)  
AA(J) = 1/(DY*DY)  
CC(J)=DIV(I,J)-((BETA(I+1,J)+BETA(I-1,J))/(DY*DY))  
C ***** VERTICAL (END OF COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2) = DD(2)+(1/(DY*DY))  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
DD(JY-1) = DD(JY-1)+(1/(DY*DY))  
ENDIF  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (FIRST AND LAST COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(J)= DD(J)+(1/(DX*DX))  
CC(J)=DIV(I,J)-(BETA(3,J)/(DX*DX))  




55	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = JY  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 56 J=2,JY-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(J)-BETA(I,J))  89 
56  CONTINUE  
54  CONTINUE  
DO 57 I=IX-1,2,-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Ith ROW OF BETA *****  
DO 58 J=2,JY-1  
BB(J) = 1/(DY*DY)  
DD(J) = -2/(DX*DX)-2/(DY*DY)  
AA(J) = 1/(DY*DY)  
CC(J)=DIV(I,J)-((BFTA(I+1,J)+BETA(I-1,J))/(DY*DY))  
C ***** VERTICAL (END OF COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2) = DD(2)+(1/(DY*DY))  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
DD(JY-1) = DD(JY-1)+(1/(DY*DY))  
ENDIF  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (FIRST AND LAST COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(J)= DD(J)+(1/(DX*DX))  
CC(J)=DIV(I,J)-(BETA(3,J)/(DX*DX))  




58	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = JY  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 59 J=2,JY-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(J)-BETA(I,J))  
59  CONTINUE  
57  CONTINUE  
DO 60 J=JY-1,2,-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Jth ROW OF BETA *****  
DO 61 I= 2,IX -1  
BB(I) = 1/(DX*DX)  
DD(I) = -2/(DX*DX)-2/(DY*DY)  
AA(I) = 1/(DX*DX)  
CC(I)=DIV(I,J)-((BETA(I,J+1)+BETA(I,J-1))/(DY*DY))  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (END OF ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2) = DD(2)+(1/(DX*DX))  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-1)) THEN  
DD(IX-1) = DD(IX-1)+(1/(DX*DX))  
ENDIF  
C ***** VERTICAL (FIRST AND LAST ROW) BOUNDARY  CONDITIONS *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(I)= DD(I)+(1/(DY*DY))  
CC(I)=DIV(I,J)-(BETA(I,3)/(DY*DY))  




61	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = IX  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 62 I=2,IX-1  
TESTB=0  
IF (BETA(I,J).NE.0) THEN  
TESTB=ABSHBETA(I,J)-CC(I))/BETA(I,J))  
ELSE IF (CC(I).NE.0) THEN  
TESTB=ABS((CC(I)-BETA(I,J))/CC(I))  90 
91 
ENDIF  
IF (TESTB.GT.WORSTB) THEN  
WORSTS = TESTB  
ENDIF  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(I)-BETA(I,J))  
62  CONTINUE  
60  CONTINUE  
C ***** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE; IF NOT CONVERGED DO ANOTHER LOOP *****  
IF (WORSTB.GT.ACC) THEN  
GO TO 50  
ENDIF  
C ***** MATCH UP BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AFTER LAST ITERATION *****  
DO 67 I=2,IX-1  
BETA(I,1)=BETA(I,2)  
BETA(I,JY)=BETA(I,JY-1)  
67	  CONTINUE  
DO 69 J=2,JY-1  
BETA(1,J)=BETA(2,J)  
BETA(IX,J)=BETA(IX-1,J)  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR ONE LINE OF THE BETA CORRECTOR USING A  
C THOMAS ALGORITHM.  THE ARRAYS AA, BB, CC, AND DD ARE FED TO THE  
C SUBROUTINE.  THE SOLUTION IS RETURNED IN THE CC MATRIX.  THE DD  
C MATRIX IS ALSO ALTERED.  
C  BB = COEFFICIENT BEHIND THE DIAGONAL  
C  DD = COEFFICIENT ON THE DIAGONAL  
C  AA = COEFFICIENT AHEAD OF THE DIAGONAL  
C  CC = CONSTANT VECTOR  
C  IL = INDEX OF FIRST EQUATION  
C  IU = INDEX OF LAST EQUATION 
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DIMENSION AA(JY),BB(JY),CC(JY),DD(JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION AA,BB,CC,DD  
REAL*8 RR  
INTEGER IL,IU  
C ***** ESTABLISHING MATRIX *****  
DO 90 II=IL+1,IU  
RR = BB(II)/DD(II-1)  
DD(II) = DD(II)  RR * AA(II-1) 
CC(II) = CC(II)  RR * CC(II-1) 
90  CONTINUE 
C ***** BACK SUBSTITUTION *****  
CC(IU) = CC(IU)/DD(IU)  






C THIS SUBROUTINE UPDATES THE VELOCITY PROFILE AND THE CESIUM SEED  
C CONCENTRATIONS FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE UPDATE(U,V,UP,VP,P,BETA,YCS,YCSP,DX,DY,DT,RHO,IX,JY)  
DIMENSION U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),UP(IX,JY),VP(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
BETA(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY),YCSP(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION U, V, UP, VP, P,BETA,YCS,YCSP  
REAL*8 DT  
DO 71 I =1, IX  91 
DO 73 J=1,JY  
C ***** CALCULATING U TERMS INSIDE SOLUTION AREA *****  





C ***** CALCULATING V TERMS INSIDE SOLUTION AREA *****  
IF (J.EQ.1 .OR. J.GE.(JY-1)) THEN  
V(I,J)=V(I,J)  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
V(1,J)=-VP(2,J)+(BETA(2,J+1)-BETA(2,J))/DY  






C ***** UPDATING THE CESIUM MASS FRACTION *****  
YCS(I,J)=YCSP(I,J)  
73  CONTINUE 




*  C THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES OUTPUT FILES OF THE VELOCITY,  PRESSURE AND  
C CESIUM CONCENTRATION FOR ONE CYCLE OF THE LORENTZ FORCE UNDER  
C APPROXIMATELY (LESS THAN ACC DEVIATION) CYCLIC CONDITIONS  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE FINALVAL(X,Y,TIME,U,V,P,YCS,IX,JY)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),YCS(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,U,V,P,YCS  
C ***** CALCULATION VARIABLES FOR X POSITION, U AND V VELOCITY  
C OF I,J NODE *****  
REAL*8 XVAL,UVAL,VVAL,TIME  
INTEGER FRAME  
DO 81 I=1,IX  





83	  CONTINUE  
81	  CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END  92 
APPENDIX E: INCOMPRESSIBLE FLOW DATA CONVERSION  
PROGRAM  
PROGRAM IFCON  
c***********************************************************************  
C THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS DATA FILES FROM IFLOW.F STANDARDS TO  
C PLOT3D STANDARDS.  
c***********************************************************************  
PARAMETER (IX=22, JY=22, KZ=32, NN=7)  
DIMENSION X(IX,JY,KZ),Y(IX,JY,KZ),Z(IX,JY,KZ),U(IX,JY,KZ),  
V(IX,JY,KZ),W(IX,JY,KZ),P(IX,JY,KZ),T(IX,JY,KZ),  
RHO(IX,JY,KZ),YN(IX,JY,KZ,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,TIME,U,V,W,P,T,RHO,YN  




OPEN(UNIT =3, FILE= 'iPq.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT =4, FILE= 'iCSq.dat')  
DO 1 K=1,KZ  
DO 3 I=2,IX-1  
DO 5 J=2,JY-1  
READ(20,*)X(I,J,K),Y(I,J,K),Z(I,J,K),U(I,J,K),V(I,J,K),  
P(I,J,K),YCS(I,J,K)  
5  CONTINUE  
3  CONTINUE  
1  CONTINUE  
REWIND(20)  
CLOSE(20)  
C '**** WRITING X,Y,Z FILE 'iX.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  
WRITE(2,*)IX-2,JY-2, KZ  
WRITE(2,*)(((X(I,J,K),I=2,IX-1),J=2,JY-1),K=1,KZ)  
WRITE(2,*)(HY(I,J,K),I=2,IX-1),J=2,JY-1),K=1,KZ)  
WRITE(2,*)(((Z(I,J,K),I=2,IX-1),J=2,JY-1),K =1, KZ)  
DO 21 K=1,KZ  
DO 23 J=JY-1,2,-1  
DO 25 I=IX-1,2,-1  
P(I,J,K)=P(I,J,K)-101325.0  
25  CONTINUE  
23  CONTINUE  
21  CONTINUE  
C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'iPq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'iCSq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







REWIND(2)  93 
CLOSE (2)  
REWIND ( 3 )  
CLOSE ( 3 )  
REWIND ( 4 )  
CLOSE ( 4 )  
END  94 
APPENDIX F: COMPRESSIBLE FLOW START FILE CREATION  
PROGRAM  
C***********************************************************************  
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INITIAL FLOW FIELD FOR A CESIUM-SEEDED  
C NITROGEN-SHROUDED METHANE-OXYGEN DIFFUSION FLAME WHICH IS REACTING  
C VERTICALLY INSIDE A SHROUD.  THE DATA FROM THIS PROGRAM IS USED AS  
C THE STARTING CONDITIONS FOR A MAGNETIC BODY FORCE CASE.  
C  
C WRITTEN BY:  JON THOMPSON, MASTER'S CANDIDATE  
C  DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
C  OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY  
C  VERSION 4.0, NOVEMBER 10, 1994  
C 
C  PARAMETERS: 
C  IX  X-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES 
C  JY  Y-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES 
C  NN  SPECIES INDEX 
C  DX  X-DIRECTION GRID SIZE 
C  DY  Y-DIRECTION GRID SIZE 
C  VARIABLES 
C  DT  TIME STEP (DEPENDS ON HERTZ) 
C  X  X-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES 
C  Y  Y-POSITION OF I,J GRID WRT ELECTRODES 
C  PU  X-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  PV  Y-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  P  PRESSURE 
C  RHO  DENSITY OF FLUID (KG/M^3) 
C  T  TEMPERATURE 
C * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** ******** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **  
PROGRAM FLOWST  
PARAMETER (IX=22,JY=22,NN=7)  
DIMENSION PU(IX,JY),PV(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),T(IX,JY),  
RHO(IX,JY,NN),X(IX),Y(JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION PU,PV,P,T,RHO,X,Y  
PRINT*,'FILLING IN ARRAYS'  
CALL INITVAL(X,Y,RHO,PU,PV,P,T,IX,JY,NN)  
CALL STARTUP(X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,RHO,IX,JY,NN)  
END  
c***********************************************************************  
C  THIS SUBROUTINE FILLS THE MATRICES OF U, V, AND P WITH THEIR  *  
C  INITIAL VALUES FOR THE MAGNETIC FORCE PROBLEM.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE INITVAL(X,  Y, RHO, PU, PV, P, T, IX, JY, NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY) ,RHO(IX,JY,NN),PU(IX,JY),PV(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
T(IX,JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,  RHO, PU, PV, P, T  
REAL*8 K,L  
K=0.0  
DO 11 I = 1,IX  
L=0.0  
K=K+1.0  
DO 13 J = 1,JY  
L=L+1.0  
X(I) = 0.0015*K-0.0165  
Y(J) = 0.0015*L-0.01725  
P(I,J)=101325.0  













13  CONTINUE  






C THIS WRITES THE INITIAL VALUES FOR X,Y,U,V,P,FXV,YCS TO THE OUTPUT  
C FILE.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE STARTUP(X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,RHO,IX,JY,NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),PU(IX,JY),PV(IX,JY),P(IX,JY),  
T(IX,JY),RHO(IX,JY,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,RHO  
OPEN(UNIT=2,FILE='testst.dat')  
PRINT*,'WRITING DATA'  
DO 31 I=1,IX  
DO 33 J=1,JY  
WRITE(2,*)X(I),Y(J),PU(I,J),PV(I,J),P(I,J),T(I,J)  
DO 35 N = 2,NN  
WRITE(2,*)RHO(I,J,N)  
35  CONTINUE  
33  CONTINUE  




END  96 
APPENDIX G: COMPRESSIBLE FLOW SIMULATION PROGRAM  
c***********************************************************************  
C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE FLOW FIELD FOR A CESIUM-SEEDED METHANE- *  
C OXYGEN FLAME FROM A SLOT-TYPE BURNER, WITH NITROGEN GAS SHROUDING  
C THE FLAME.   ELECTRODES ARE ARRANGED TO PRODUCE AN ELECTRIC FIELD  
*  C ALONG THE FLAME FRONT, AND A MAGNETIC FIELD IS IMPOSED ON THE FLOW.  
C CONDUCTIVITY IS INCREASED BY SEEDING THE FUEL WITH CESIUM.  BY  
C VARYING THE ELECTRIC FIELD, A TIME-VARYING LORENTZ FORCE IS IMPOSED  *  
C ON THE FLOW.  
C  
C WRITTEN BY:  JON THOMPSON, MASTER'S CANDIDATE  
C  DEPT. OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING  
C  OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY  
C  VERSION 4.28, NOVEMBER 10, 1994  
*  
C  
C PARAMETERS:  
C  IX  X-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES  
C  JY  Y-DIRECTION NUMBER OF NODES  
C   LT  TIME STEP PARAMETER  THIS INDEX IS 1 FOR THE CURRENT STEP,  *  
C  2 FOR MIDSTEP VALUES, AND 3 FOR PREDICTED VALUES  
C  NN  SPECIES NUMBER  
C  DX  X-DIRECTION GRID SIZE  
C  DY  Y-DIRECTION GRID SIZE  
C  CONV  CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR CYCLES  
C  ACC  CONVERGENCE CRITERIA FOR CORRECTOR  
C COMPUTATIONAL VARIABLES:  
C  HZ  FREQUENCY OF ELECTRIC FIELD (HERTZ)  
C  DT  TIME STEP (TIED TO HERTZ)  
C  TIME  TIME ELAPSED AT CURRENT STEP  
C  CTIME  TIME WITH RESPECT TO ELECTRIC FIELD CYCLE  
C  X[I]  X-POSITION OF I,J PU CELL CENTERS WRT ELECTRODES  
C  Y[J]  Y-POSITION OF I,J PU CELL CENTERS WRT ELECTRODES  
C  RHO[I,J,L,N] DENSITY OF Nth SPECIES  
C   L VARIABLE NOTATION:  1 FOR CURRENT STEP VALUES  
C   2 FOR VALUES PREDICTED BEFORE  *  
THE REACTION IS CARRIED OUT  *   C  
C   3 FOR VALUES PREDICTED AFTER  
C   THE FUEL-02 REACTION  
C   4 NOT CURRENTLY USED  
C   5 PREDICTED VALUE BEFORE FLUX- *  
C   CORRECTION IN FCT ALGORITHM  *  
C   6 MIN VALUE USED FOR FCT TESTS  *  
C   7 MAX VALUE USED FOR FCT TESTS  *  
C  FOR N=1:  TOTAL DENSITY  
C  N=2:  N2 DENSITY  
C  N=3:  CS DENSITY  
C  N=4:  02 DENSITY  
C   N=5:  CH4 DENSITY  
C  N=6:  CO2 DENSITY  
C   N=7:  H2O DENSITY  
C  PU[I,J,L]  DENSITY-U VELOCITY PRODUCT  
C  PV[I,J,L]  DENSITY-V VELOCITY PRODUCT  
C   FOR PU AND PV THE L VARIABLE REFERS TO A TIME  
C   STEP VALUE: THE INDEX IS 1 FOR CURRENT STEP  
C   VARIABLES, 2 FOR PREDICTED VALUES, 3 FOR END OF  *  
STEP VALUES, AND 4 FOR CONVERGENCE TEST VALUES  *   C  
C  P[I,J,L]  PRESSURE; L VARIABLE IS 1 FOR CURRENT STEP VALUES, 2  *  
FOR CORRECTED VALUES,  3 FOR END OF STEP (POST- *  C  97 






FXV [I, J]  
WJ[I,J]  
FORCE[I,J,L]  
DSPN[I, J]  
AA[J], BB[J]  
W[I,J]  
C  
CHEMICAL REACTION) VALUES,  4 FOR CONVERGENCE  
TEST VALUES  
TEMPERATURE; L VARIABLE IS 1 FOR CURRENT STEP VALUES,  *  
2 FOR CORRECTED VALUES, 3 FOR END OF STEP (POST- *  
CHEMICAL REACTION) VALUES, 4 FOR CONVERGENCE  
TEST VALUES  
ENERGY GROUPING VARIABLE FOR CORRECTOR SOLUTIONS;  
EQUAL TO ENTHALPY[L=1]+KINETIC ENERGY  
ENTHALPY (J/KG):   L VARIABLE IS 1 FOR CURRENT STEP  
VALUES, 2 FOR CORRECTED VALUES, 3 FOR END OF  
STEP (POST-CHEMICAL REACTION) VALUES, 4 FOR  
CONVERGENCE TESTS  
ENTHALPY (J/KG) OF NTH SPECIES AT LTH STEP  
(USED IN CALCULATING H(I,J,L,1))  
POISSON SOLUTION VARIABLE FOR CORRECTIONS [DT*P)  
CALCULATION VARIABLE FOR DETERMINING COEFFICIENTS IN  *  
CORRECTOR EQUATION.  THE CORRECTOR IS ACTUALLY  *  
(IX-2)*(JY-2) COUPLED EQUATIONS AND THESE BTERMS *  
ARE THE COEFFICIENTS FOR THOSE EQUATIONS WHERE  *  
BTERM(I,J,1)= BETA(I-1,J)COEFFICIENTS  
BTERM(I,J,2)= BETA(I+1,J)COEFFICIENTS  
BTERM(I,J,3)= BETA(I,J-1)COEFFICIENTS  
BTERM(I,J,4)= BETA(I,J+1)COEFFICIENTS  
BTERM(I,J,5)= BETA(I,J)COEFFICIENTS  
BTERM(I,J,6)=ALL OTHER NON-BETA TERMS  
WITH RESPECT TO THE I,J EQUATION FOR BETA  
BTERM(I,JY-1,7)= BETA(I,JY) COEFFICIENTS FOR  
UPPER BOUNDARY CONDITION!  
X-DIRECTION BODY FORCE-GROUPING VARIABLE FOR  
GEOMETRY, ETC.  
JOULE HEATING CONSTANTS FOR GEOMETRY, ETC.  
PASS VARIABLE FOR BODY FORCES; USED TO PASS  
INFORMATION ON BODY FORCIII TO CORRECTOR TO  
DETZRMINE WORK DONE ON THE FLUID.  
FORCE[I,J,1] IS THE X DIRECTION BODY FORCE;  
FORCE[I,J,2] IS THE Y DIRECTION BODY FORCE  
THIS IS THE ENERGY DISSIPATED BY VISCOUS EFFECTS  
(IE. THE KINETIC ENERGY CONVERTED INTO INTERNAL  *  
ENERGY BY VISCOUS ACTION)  
CC[J], DD[J]:  PASS VARIABLES FOR THOMAS ALGORITHM  *  
CALCULATION VARIABLE FOR COMBUSTION; MOLES OF FUEL  
BURNED IN THE CONTROL VOLUME  
,  
C PROPERTIES VARIABLES:  
C  DN[I,J,N]  
C  DNN[N,N]  
C  
C  
C  HGUESS[N]  
C  
C  KAPPA[I,J]  
C  MU[I,J]  
C  MOL[I,J,N]  
C  
C  DNN[NN,NN]  
DIFFUSIVITY OF NTH SPECIES  
CONSTANT PORTION OF THE BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS  
BETWEEN SPECIES [N,N]; CALCULATION VARIABLE FOR  
FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS DN  
ENTHALPY CALCULATION VARIABLE USED IN SECANT METHOD  
SEARCH ALGORITHM FOR TEMPERATURE AND ENTHALPY  
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY  
VISCOSITY  
MOLES OF SPECIES N IN THE I,J CELL; USED IN BODY  
FORCE CALCULATIONS  
BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR N-N SPECIES  
C CONTROL VARIABLES:  
CONTROL VARIABLE FOR LORENTZ FORCE TERM  C  FXON 
C  FYON  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR GRAVITY FORCE TERM 
C  SPECIES  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR DIFFUSION EQUATION 
C  TORCH  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR COMBUSTION 
C  JOULE  CONTROL VARIABLE FOR JOULEAN HEATING TERM 
c***********************************************************************  
PROGRAM FLOW  98 
PARAMETER (IX=22,JY=22,LT=5,NN=7,DX=1.5D-3,DY=1.5D-3,  
ACC=1D-6,CONV=5D-3)  















REAL*8 HZ,DT,TIME,CTIME,FXON,FYON,SPECIES,TORCH,JOULE,TWALL,  
TEST,WORST  
INTEGER COUNTER  
C ***** OPENING RUNTIME DEBUG FILES *****  
OPEN(UNIT=5,FILE=islmrn.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT =6, FILE = 'cnvge.dat')  
HZ=6D1  
DT=1D0/(3.2D1*2D3*HZ)  
C ***** OPENING OUTPUT FILES TO WRITE DATA FOR ONE CYCLE *****  
C ***** OF BODY FORCE *****  
OPEN(UNIT= 3,FILE= 'test.dat')  
C ***** CALL SUBROUTINE TO LOAD CONTROL VALUES FROM FILES *****  
CALL CONTROLS(FXON,FYON,SPECIES,TORCH,JOULE,TWAtL)  
C ***** CALL SUBROUTINE TO LOAD STARTING VALUES FROM FILES *****  
CALL STARTVAL(X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,WJ,RHO,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
C ***** CALL SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS  
C AND INITIAL ENTHALPY VALUES *****  
CALL STARTPROP(H,RHO,T,DNN,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
TIME=ODO  
C ***** START OF CALCULATION LOOP FOR CONVERGENCE *****  
1  CTIME=ODO  
CALL HALFFRAME(PU,PV,P,T,IX,JY,LT)  
C ***** CALCULATION LOOP FOR ONE CYCLE OF BODY FORCE; NOTE THAT 32  
C "SNAPSHOTS" OF THE FLOW ARE WRITTEN FOR ONE CYCLE OF THE BODY  
C FORCE.  *****  
DO 3 CYCLE=1,32  
DO 2 LOOP-1,5000  
COUNTER =O  
CTIME=CTIME+DT  
TIME=TIME+DT  
C ***** CALCULATE MIXTURE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS, THERMAL  
C CONDUCTIVITY, AND VISCOSITY FOR BEGINNING OF TIME STEP VALUES  
C OF DENSITY AND TEMPERATURE *****  
CALL PROPERTIES(RHO,T,MU,DN,KAPPA,MOL,DNN,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
C ***** CARRY OUT SPECIES DIFFUSION AND CONVECTION BASED ON  
C BEGINNING-OF-TIME-STEP VALUES OF RHO.  PREDICT TOTAL DENSITY  
C USING CONVECTION. *****  
CALL DENSITY(RHO,PU,PV,DN,H,HFLUX,RTRANS,RFLUX,RLIMIT,  
U,V,KE,IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,SPECIES)  
C ***** PREDICT X AND Y MOMENTUM *****  
CALL MOMENTUM(RHO,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,MU,MOL,U,V,DSPN,FORCE,Y,  
PUTRANS,PUFLUX,PULIMIT,PVTRANS,PVFLUX,PVLIMIT,  
DX,DY,DT,IX,JY,LT,NN,CTIME,FXON,FYON,HZ)  
C ***** SOLVE PRESSURE-ENERGY CORRECTOR FOR END-OF-STEP VALUES OF  
C X AND Y MOMENTUM, AND FOR FIRST-HALF-OF-TIMESTEP SPLIT VALUES  99 
C OF PRESSURE AND ENTHALPY.  APPLY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS. *****  
CALL CORRECTOR(IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,ACC,COUNTER,TWALL,  
BETA,BTERM,AA,BB,CC,DD,RHO,PU,PV,P,T,E,H,KAPPA,HFLUX,  
DSPN,FORCE,Y,KE,ETRANS,EFLUX,ELIMIT)  
C ***** SOLVE SECOND HALF OF TIMESTEP SPLIT, CALCULATING ENTHALPY  
C CHANGES FOR EACH CELL DUE TO COMBUSTION AND JOULE HEATING.  USE  
C SECANT METHOD TO FIND TEMPERATURE FROM KNOWN END-OF-TIME-STEP  
C ENTHALPY.  UPDATE DENSITY, PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE FOR END OF  
C TIMESTEP. *****  
CALL ENERGY(RHO,H,HGUESS,P,T,W,WJ,MOL,Y,  
IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,TORCH,JOULE,CTIME,HZ)  
C ***** UPDATE STATE VARIABLES FOR NEXT TIME STEP ****  
CALL UPDATE(PU,PV,P,RHO,T,H,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
2  CONTINUE  
C ***** WRITING INTERMEDIATE VALUES TO RUNTIME FILE *****  
WRITE(5,*)'TIME = ',TIME  
WRITE(5,*)'ITERATIONS = ',COUNTER  

























C ***** WRITE A SNAPSHOT OF THE STATE VARIABLES TO OUTPUT FILE *****  
CALL FINALVAL(X,Y,TIME,PU,PV,P,T,RHO,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
3	  CONTINUE  
REWIND(5)  
REWIND(3)  
C  GO TO 9  
C ***** TEST FOR CONVERGED SOLUTION TO PROBLEM *****  
WORST=ODO  
DO 6 I=2,IX-1  
DO 7 J=2,JY-1  
TEST=ODO  
IF (DABS(PV(I,J,1)).GE.(DT*CONV)) THEN  
TEST=DABSNPV(I,J,1)-PV(I,J,4))/PV(I,J,1))  
ELSE IF (DABS(PV(I,J,4)).GE.DT) THEN  
TEST = DABS(( PV(I,J,4)- PV(I,J,1)) /PV(I,J,4))  
ENDIF  
IF (TEST.GT.WORST) THEN  
WORST=TEST  
ENDIF  
IF (P(I,J,4).NE.ODO) THEN  100 
TEST=1D3*DABSHP(I,J,4)-P(I,J,1))/P(I,J,4))  
ENDIF  
IF (TEST.GT.WORST) THEN  
WORST=TEST  
ENDIF  
IF (T(I,J,4).NE.ODO) THEN  
TEST=1D1*DABS((T(I,J,4)-T(I,J,1))/T(I,J,4))  
ENDIF  
IF (TEST.GT.WORST) THEN  
WORST=TEST  
ENDIF  
7  CONTINUE  
6  CONTINUE  
C  ***** IF SOLUTION IS NOT CONVERGED, RETURN FOR ANOTHER  
C  FORCE CYCLE OF ITERATION.  ***** 
WRITE(6,*)WORST 
IF (WORST.GT.CONV) THEN 
GO TO 1 
ENDIF 
C  ***** CLOSING OUTPUT FILES ***** 





C THIS SUBROUTINE LOADS CONTROL VALUES FROM A FILE NAMED control.dat  *  
C THE CONTROL VARIABLES ACT AS ON-OFF SWITCHES FOR PORTIONS OF THE  
C CODE, ALLOWING FASTER MODIFICATION FOR RUNS WITH DIFFERING  
C ASSUMPTIONS.  THE WALL TEMPERATURE IS ALSO LOADED FROM THIS FILE.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE CONTROLS(FXON,FYON,SPECIES,TORCH,JOULE,TWALL)  
REAL*8 FXON,FYON,SPECIES,TORCH,JOULE,TWALL  







C THIS SUBROUTINE LOADS THE INITIAL VALUES OF X,Y,PU,PV,P,RHO,T.  
C THESE VALUES WERE GENERATED BY THE PROGRAM FLOWSTART.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE STARTVAL(X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,WJ,RHO,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),PU(IX,JY,LT),PV(IX,JY,LT),P(IX,JY,LT),  
T(IX,JY,LT),FXV(IX,JY),WJ(IX,JY),RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,WJ,RHO  
OPEN(UNIT =2, FILE = 'testst.dat')  
DO 11 I = 1,IX  
DO 13 J = 1,JY  
READ(2,*)X(I),Y(J),PU(I,J,1),PV(I,J,1),P(I,J,1),T(I,J,1)  
C ***** CALCULATING CONSTANT PART OF BODY FORCE TERM FOR USE IN  
C PU PREDICTOR EQUATION *****  
FXV(I,J)=1.1D2*1.325D-4*5D-3*3.2D-2/(X(I)*X(I)+Y(J)*Y(J)  
+2.5D-5)  
C ***** CALCULATING CONSTANT PART OF JOULE HEATING TERM FOR USE  




DO 15 N = 2,NN  
C ***** READ DENSITIES, SUM TO FIND TOTAL DENSITY *****  
READ(2,*)RHO(I,J,1,N)  101 
RHO(I,J,1,1)=RHO(I,J,1,1)+RHO(I,J,1,N)  
15  CONTINUE  
13  CONTINUE  






C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS BETWEEN *  
C THE N,N SPECIES PAIR AND STORES THEM FOR USE IN DETERMINING THE  
C DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT BETWEEN THE NTH SPECIES AND THE GAS MIXTURE IN *  
C THE CELL.  IT ALSO CALCULATES THE STARTING ENTHALPY OF THE GAS  
C MIXTURE IN THE CELL.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE STARTPROP(H,RHO,T,DNN,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DIMENSION H(IX,JY,LT,NN),RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN),T(IX,JY,LT),  
DNN(NN,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION H,RHO,T,DNN  
C ***** CALCULATING CONSTANT TERMS IN BINARY DIFFUSION COEFFICIENTS  































DO 151 I=1,IX  
DO 153 J=1,JY  
C ***** CALCULATING STARTING IDEAL GAS LAW ENTHALPY *****  
H(I,J,1,2)=3.5DO*8.31451DO*T(I,J,1)12.8014D-2  
H(I,J,1,3)=3.5DO*8.31451DO*T(I,J,1)/1.32905D-1  
H(I,J,1,4)=3.5D0 *8.31451D0 *T(I,J,1)/3.2D-2  














C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE VALUES OF MU, DN, CP, KAPPA, AND MOL  *  
C FOR USE IN THE GOVERNING EQUATIONS.  VARIATION OF PROPERTIES WITH  
C PRESSURE IS NEGLECTED.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE PROPERTIES(RHO,T,MU,DN,KAPPA,MOL,DNN,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DIMENSION RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN),T(IX,JY,LT),MU(IX,JY),  
DN (IX, JY,NN) , KAPPA (IX, JY) , MOL (IX, JY, NN) ,DNN(NN,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION RHO,T,MU,DN,KAPPA,MOL,DNN  
REAL*8 TT  
C ***** FINDING gMOLES OF EACH SPECIES PER M^2 VOLUME *****  
DO 131 I =1, IX  









C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR N2 *****  








C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR CS *****  








C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR 02 *****  








C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR CH4 *****  
IF (MOL(I,J,1).NE.MOL(I,J,5)) THEN  
DN(I,J,5)=(MOL(I,J,1)-MOL(I,J,5))*T(I,J,1)**1.75D0  
/(MOL(I,J,2)/DNN(2,5)+MOL(I,J,3)/DNN(3,5)  
+ MOL( I, J, 4) /DNN(4,5) +MOL(I,J,6) /DNN(5,6)  
+MOL(I,J,7)/DNN(5,7))  
ELSE  
DN(I,J,5)=0D0  103 
ENDIF  
C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR CO2 *****  
IF (MOL(I,J,1).NE.MOL(I,J,6)) THEN  
DN(I,J,6)=(MoL(I,J,1)-moL(I,J,6))*T(I,J,1)**1.75D0  
/( MOL( I, J, 2) /DNN(2,6) +MOL(I,J,3) /DNN(3,6)  
+ MOL( I, J, 4) /DNN(4,6) +MOL(I,J,5) /DNN(5,6)  




C ***** FINDING DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT FOR H2O *****  
IF (MOL(I,J,1).NE.MOL(I,J,7)) THEN  
DN(I,J,7)=(MOL(I,J,1)-MoL(I,J,7))*T(I,J,1)**1.75D0  
/(MOL(I,J,2)/DNN(2,7)+MoL(I,J,3)/DNN(3,7)  
+ MOL( I, J, 4) /DNN(4,7) +MOL(I,J,5) /DNN(5,7)  




C ***** CURVE-FITTING FOR KAPPA, AND MU PROPERTIES AS FUNCTIONS  













133  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR THE DENSITIES OF EACH SPECIES IN THE CELL *  
CONVECTION IS CARRIED OUT BASED ON THE  C FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP.  
C VELOCITIES AT THE BEGINNING OF THE TIME STEP AND STORED AS  
C PROVISIONAL VALUES UNTIL THE NEXT UPDATE OF VARIABLES.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE DENSITY(RHO,PU,PV,DN,H,HFLUX,RTRANS,RFLUX,RLIMIT,  
U,V,KE,IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,SPECIES)  




DOUBLE PRECISION RHO,PU,PV,DN,H,HFLUX,RTRANS,RFLUX,RLIMIT,  
U,V,KE  
REAL*8 DT,SPECIEs,RHOMIN,RHOmAX,PpLUs,PmINUS,oPLUS,QMINUs,  
TERM1,TERM2,TERM3,TERM4,TERM5,TERM6  
DO 201 I=1,IX-1  
DO 203 J=1,JY-1  
U(I,J)=2DO*PU(I,J,1)/(RHO(I,J,1,1)+RHO(I+1,J,1,1))  
V(I,J)=2DO*PV(I,J,1)/(RHO(I,J,1,1)+RHO(I,J+1,1,1))  
203	  CONTINUE  
U(I,JY)=2DO*PU(I,JY,1)/(RHO(I,JY,1,1)+RHO(I+1,JY,1,1))  
V(I,Jy)=V(I,JY-2)  
201	  CONTINUE  
DO 205 J=1,JY  104 
U(IX,J)=-U(IX-2,J)  
V(IX,J)=V(IX-1,J)  
205	  CONTINUE  
DO 207 I=2,IX-1  
DO 209 J=2,JY-1  
KE(I,J)=HU(I-1,J)+U(I,J))**2D0+(V(I,J-1)+V(I,J))**2D0)/8D0  




207	  CONTINUE  
DO 211 J=1,JY  
KE(1,J)=KE(2,J)  
KE(IX,J)=KE(IX-1,J)  
211  CONTINUE  
C ***** SOLVING FOR RHO(I,J,2,N) USING FCT ALGORITHM (FOLLOWS METHOD  
C OF ZALESAK [1979]) *****  
DO 213 N=2,NN  
DO 215 I=1,IX-1  
DO 217 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATING X-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,1),  
C X-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,3) [GUARANTEES  
C POSITIVITY] AND X-DIRECTION RAW ANTIDIFFUSION RFLUX(I,J,1) [REDUCES  
C DIFFUSION TO MINIMUM NECESSARY FOR STABILITY] FOR THE I,J  
C X-DIRECTION MOMENTUM INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTINUITY CELLS *****  












C ***** CALCULATING Y-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,2),  
C Y-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,4) [GUARANTEES  
C POSITIVITY] AND Y-DIRECTION RAW ANTIDIFFUSION RFLUX(I,J,2) [REDUCES  
C DIFFUSION TO MINIMUM NECESSARY FOR STABILITY] FOR THE I,J  
C Y-DIRECTION MOMENTUM INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTINUITY CELLS *****  












217  CONTINUE  
215  CONTINUE  
C ***** CALCULATING TRANSPORTED AND DIFFUSED VALUES FOR PURE  
C CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT VIA POSITIVITY-ASSURED ALGORITHM *****  
DO 219 I=2,IX-1  
DO 221 J=2,JY-1  
RHO(I,J,5,N)=RHO(I,J,1,N)+(RTRANS(I-1,J,1)-RTRANS(I,J,1)  
+RTRANS(I,J-1,2)-RTRANS(I,J,2))/(DX*DY)  105 
221	  CONTINUE  
RHO(I, 1, 5,N)= RHO(I, 1, 1,N)  
RHO(I,JY,5,N)=RHO(I,JY-1,5,N)  
219	  CONTINUE  
DO 223 J=1,JY  
RHO(1,J,5,N)=RHO(2,J,5,N)  
RHO(IX,J,5,N)=RHO(IX-1,J,5,N)  
223	  CONTINUE  
DO 225 I=1,IX-1  
DO 227 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** APPLYING FLUX LIMIT FOR DOWN-GRADIENTS *****  






IF UTERM1.LT.ODO).AND.  





IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
TERM5=RFLUX(I,J,2)*(RHO(I,J+2,5,N)-RHO(I,J+1,5,N))  
IF NTERM4.LT.ODO).AND.(TERM5.LT.ODO)) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ENDIF  





IF ((TERM4.LT.ODO).AND.  




227  CONTINUE  
225  CONTINUE  
DO 229 I=2,IX-1  
DO 231 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE X-DIRECTION *****  
RHOMIN=DMIN1(RHO(I,J,1,N),RHO(I-1,J,1,N),RHO(I+1,J,1,N),  
















ENDIF  106 
C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  



















231  CONTINUE  
229  CONTINUE  
DO 233 I=1,IX-1  
DO 235 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF ((I.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1)).0R.(J.EQ.1)) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=RFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J,3),RLIMIT(I+1,J,4))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,1).GT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=RFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I+1,J,3),RLIMIT(I,J,4))  
ENDIF  
C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IE ((J.EQ.(JY-1)).0R.(1.EQ.1)) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J+1,5),RLIMIT(I,J+1,6))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J,5),RLIMIT(I,J+1,6))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,2).GT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J+1,5),RLIMIT(I,J,6))  
ENDIF  
235  CONTINUE  
233  CONTINUE  
DO 237 I=1,IX-1  
DO 239 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  













IF (PPLUS.GT.ODO) THEN  









239  CONTINUE  
237  CONTINUE  
DO 241 I=1,IX-1  
DO 243 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF (( I. EQ. 1 ).OR.(I.EQ.(IX- 1)).OR.(J.EQ.1)) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=RFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J,1),RLIMIT(I+1,J,2))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,1).GT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,1)=RFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I+1,J,1),RLIMIT(I,J,2))  
ENDIF  
C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF (( J. EQ. 1 ).OR.(J.EQ.(JY- 1)).OR.(I.EQ.1)) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J+1,1),RLIMIT(I,J+1,2))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J,1),RLIMIT(I,J+1,2))  
ELSE IF (RFLUX(I,J,2).GT.ODO) THEN  
RFLUX(I,J,2)=RFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(RLIMIT(I,J+1,1),RLIMIT(I,J,2))  
ENDIF  
C ***** CALCULATE DIFFUSION BY FICK'S LAW; SET FICK'S LAW TERMS TO  
C ZERO IF SPECIES TURNED OFF, ELSE SOLVE FOR THE FICK'S LAW TERMS  
C OF THE SPECIES EQUATIONS *****  
IF (SPECIES.NE.ODO) THEN  




*(RHO(I+1,J,1,N)-RHO(I,J,1,N))/(2D0 *DX**2D0)  
ENDIF  










C ***** CALCULATE ENERGY DIFFUSED WITH THE NTH SPECIES DIFFUSION OF  
C MASS *****  








IF ((RHO(I,J,1,N)+RHO(I,J+1,1,N)).GT.ODO) THEN  







243  CONTINUE  
241  CONTINUE  
DO 245 I=2,IX-1  





247  CONTINUE  
245  CONTINUE  
213  CONTINUE  
C ***** SUM THE DENSITY OF EACH SPECIES TO OBTAIN THE TOTAL  
C DENSITY AND SUM THE HFLUX TERMS OF EACH SPECIES TO DETERMINE THE  
C TOTAL ENTHALPY FLUX. *****  
DO 249 I=1,IX-1  




DO 253 N=2,NN  





253  CONTINUE  
251  CONTINUE  
249  CONTINUE  
DO 255 N=1,NN  
C ***** ENTRANCE AND EXIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
DO 257 I=2,IX-1  
RHO(I,1,2,N)=RHO(I,1,1,N)  
RHO(I,JY,2,N)=RHO(I,JY-1,2,N)  
257	  CONTINUE  
C *****  WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
DO 259 J=1,JY  
RHO(1,J,2,N)=RHO(2,J,2,N)  
RHO(IX,J,2,N)=RHO(IX-1,J,2,N)  
259	  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR THE PROVISIONAL VELOCITY AT THE NEXT.TIME *  
C STEP.  IT ALSO SOLVES FOR THE BODY FORCES (USED IN THE CORRECTOR TO  *  
C CALCULATE THE WORK DONE BY THE FORCES ON THE FLUID) AND THE  
C DISSIPATION FUNCTION (WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR THE CONVERSION OF KINETIC  *  
C ENERGY TO INTERNAL ENERGY BY VISCOUS ACTION). 
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE MOMENTUM(RHO,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,MU,MOL,U,V,DSPN,FORCE,Y,  
PUTRANS,PUFLUX,PULIMIT,PVTRANS,PVFLUX,PVLIMIT,  
DX,DY,DT,IX,JY,LT,NN,CTIME,FXON,FYON,HZ)  
DIMENSION RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN),PU(IX,JY,LT),PV(IX,JY,LT),  
P(IX,JY,LT),T(IX,JY,LT),FXV(IX,JY),MU(IX,JY),MOL(IX,JY,NN),  
U(IX,JY),V(IX,JY),DSPN(IX,JY),FORCE(IX,JY,LT),Y(JY),  
PUTRANS(IX,JY,NN),PUFLUX(IX,JY,NN),PULIMIT(IX,JY,NN),  109 
PVTRANS(IX,JY,NN),PVFLUX(IX,JY,NN),PVLIMIT(IX,JY,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION RHO,PU,PV,P,T,FXV,MU,MOL,U,V,DSPN,FORCE,Y,  
PUTRANS,PUFLUX,PULIMIT,PVTRANS,PVFLUX,PVLIMIT  
REAL*8 DT,CTIME,FXON,FYON,HZ,TERMFX,PPLUS,PMINUS,QPLUS,QMINUS,  
TERM1,TERM2,TERM3,TERM4,TERM5,TERM6,TERM7,TERM8,  
PUMIN,PUMAX,PVMIN,PVMAX  
C ***** SETTING BODY FORCE SINE TERM  
TERMFX=DSIN(CTIME*HZ*6.283185308D0)  
C ***** FINDING U,V FOR VISCOSITY AND DISSIPATION FUNCTION  
C CALCULATIONS *****  
DO 301 I=1,IX-1  
DO 303 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATING X-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS PUTRANS(I,J,1),  
C PUTRANS(I,J,3), PVTRANS(I,J,1), AND PVTRANS(I,J,3); AND X-DIRECTION  
C RAW ANTIDIFFUSION PUFLUX(I,J,1) AND PVFLUX(I,J,1) FOR THE  
C TRANSPORT INTERFACES OF BOTH X AND Y MOMENTUM CELLS *****  

























C ***** CALCULATING Y-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS PUTRANS(I,J,2),  
C PUTRANS(I,J,4), PVTRANS(I,J,2), AND PVTRANS(I,J,4); AND Y-DIRECTION  
C RAW ANTIDIFFUSION PUFLUX(I,J,2) AND PVFLUX(I,J,2) FOR THE  
C TRANSPORT INTERFACES OF BOTH X AND Y MOMENTUM CELLS *****  











PUFLUX( I, J, 2 )= FUTRANS(I,J,4)- PUTRANS(I,J,2)  
ENDIF  
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PVTRANS(I,J,2)=0D0  
PVTRANS(I,J,4)=0D0  









303	  CONTINUE  
301	  CONTINUE  
C ***** CALCULATING TRANSPORTED AND DIFFUSED VALUES PU(I,J,5] AND  
C PV[I,J,5] FOR PURE CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT VIA POSITIVITY-ASSURED  
C ALGORITHM *****  
DO 305 I=2,IX-1  
DO 307 J=2,JY-1  













305	  CONTINUE  
DO 309 J=1,JY  
PU(1,J,5)=0D0  
PU(IX,J,5)=-PU(IX-2,J,5)  
PV(1,J,5)=PV(2,J 5)  
PV(IX,J,5)=PV(IX-1,J,5)  
309	  CONTINUE  
DO 311 I=1,IX-1  
DO 313 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** APPLYING FLUX LIMIT FOR DOWN-GRADIENTS TO X-MOMENTUM *****  
TERM1=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*(PU(I+1,J,5)-PU(I,J,5) )  
IF ((J.EQ.1).OR.(I.EQ.(IX -1))) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
TERM2=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*(PU(I+2,J,5)-PU(I+1,J,5))  
IF HTERM1.LT.ODO).AND.(TERM2.LT.ODO)) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ENDIF  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-2)) THEN  
TERM3=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*(PU(I,J,5)-PU(I-1,J,5))  






IF ((TERM1.LT.ODO).AND.  





IF ((I.EQ.1).OR .(I.EQ.(IX- 1)).OR.(J.EQ.1).OR.  





IF ((TERM4.LT.ODO).AND.  




C ***** APPLYING FLUX LIMIT FOR DOWN-GRADIENTS TO Y-MOMENTUM *****  






IF ((TERM1.LT.ODO).AND.  





IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
TERM5=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*(PV(I,J+2,5)-PV(I,J+1,5))  
IF NTERM4.LT.ODO).AND.(TERM5.LT.ODO)) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ENDIF  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
TERM6=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*(PV(I,J,5)-PV(I,J-1,5))  






IF ((TERM4.LT.ODO).AND.  




313	  CONTINUE  
311	  CONTINUE  
DO 315 I=2,IX-1  
DO 317 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATION OF PULIMIT AND PVLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING  
C CORRECTIONS TO ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE X-DIRECTION;  









C ***** CALCULATION OF PULIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE X-DIRECTION *****  
IF (I.NE.(IX-1)) THEN  
PPLUS=DMAX1(PUFLUX(I-1,J,1),ODO)-DMIN1(PUFLUX(I,J,1),ODO)  
PMINUS=DMAX1(PUFLUX(I,J,1),ODO)-DMIN1(PUFLUX(I-1,J,1),ODO)  112 
QPLUS=DX*DY*(PUMAX-PU(I,J,5))  
QMINUS=DX*DY*(PU(I,J,5)-PUMIN)  











C ***** CALCULATION OF PVLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  















C ***** CALCULATION OF PULIMIT AND PVLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING  
C CORRECTIONS TO ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE Y-DIRECTION;  









C ***** CALCULATION OF PULIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE Y-DIRECTION *****  
















C ***** CALCULATION OF PVLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE Y-DIRECTION *****  
PPLUS=DMAX1(PVFLUX(I,J-1,2),ODO)-DMIN1(PVFLUX(I,J,2),ODO)  
PMINUS=DMAX1(PVFLUX(I,J,2),ODO)-DMIN1(PVFLUX(I,J-1,2),ODO)  113 
QPLUS=DX*DY*(PVMAX-PV(I,J,5))  
QMINUS=DX*DY*(PV(I,J,5)-PVMIN)  










317  CONTINUE  
315  CONTINUE  
DO 319 I=1,IX-1  
DO 321 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C X-MOMENTUM *****  
IF ((J.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1))) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I+1,J,3),  
PULIMIT(I+2,J,4))  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-2)) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,3),  
PULIMIT(I,J,4))  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,3),  
PULIMIT(I+1,J,4))  




C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS 'ZOR  
C X-MOMENTUM *****  
IF NI.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1)).OR.(J.EQ.1).OR.  
(J.EQ.(JY-1))) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,2)=PUFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,5),  
PULIMIT(I,J+1,6))  




C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C Y-MOMENTUM *****  
IF (( J. EQ. 1 ).OR.(I.EQ.1).OR.(I.EQ.(IX -1))) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (PVFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,1)=PVFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,3),  
PVLIMIT(I+1,J,4))  




C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C Y-MOMENTUM *****  
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J+1,5),  114 
PVLIMIT(I,J+1,6))  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,5),  
PVLIMIT(I,J,6))  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,5),  
PVLIMIT(I,J+1,6))  




321  CONTINUE  
319  CONTINUE  
DO 323 I=2,IX-1  
DO 325 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** FINDING MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM VALUES FOR PU[I,J] AND PV[I,J]  
C ON OR ABOUT THE I,J POINT BASED ON BOTH THE PRIOR TIMESTEP AND  
C THE PREDICTED [LT=1,5) VALUES; USED FOR FLUX-LIMITING PROCESS *****  
PUMIN=DMIN1(PU(I,J,1),PU(I-1,J,1),PU(I+1,J,1),  
PU(I,J-1,1),PU(I,J+1,1),PU(I,J,5),PU(I-1,J,5),  










C ***** CALCULATION OF PULIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES *****  


















C ***** CALCULATION OF PVLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  







IF (PPLUS.GT.ODO) THEN  
PVLIMIT(I,J,1)=DMIN1((QPLUS/PPLUS),1D0)  
ELSE  
PVLIMIT(I,J,1)=0D0  115 
ENDIF  





325  CONTINUE  
323  CONTINUE  
DO 327 I=1,IX-1  
DO 329 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS  FOR  
C X-MOMENTUM *****  
IF ((J.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1))) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I+1,J,1),  
PULIMIT(I+1,J,2))  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-2)) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,1),  
PULIMIT(I,J,2))  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,1)=PUFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,1),  
PULIMIT(I+1,J,2))  




C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C X-MOMENTUM *****  
IF NI.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1)).OR.(J.EQ.1).OR.  
(J.EQ.(JY-1))) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO) THEN  
PUFLUX(I,J,2)=PUFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PULIMIT(I,J,1),  
PULIMIT(I,J+1,2))  




C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C Y-MOMENTUM *****  
IF ((J.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.1).0R.(I.EQ.(IX-1))) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
ELSE IF (PVFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,1)=PVFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,1),  
PVLIMIT(I+1,J,2))  




C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS FOR  
C Y-MOMENTUM *****  
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J+1,1),  
PVLIMIT(I,J+1,2))  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,1),  
PVLIMIT(I,J,2))  
ELSE IF (PUFLUX(I,J,2).LT.0D0) THEN  
PVFLUX(I,J,2)=PVFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(PVLIMIT(I,J,1),  116 
PVLIMIT(I,J+1,2))  




329  CONTINUE  
327  CONTINUE  
DO 331 I=2,IX-1  
DO 333 J=2,JY-1  
IF (I.EQ.IX-1) THEN  
PU(I,J,2)=0D0  
C ***** CALCULATING X-DIRECTION FORCE AT RIGHT WALL (NEEDED FOR  
C CALCULATION OF WORK DONE BY THE FORCE ON THE FLUID IN CONTINUITY  





C ***** VISCOSITY TERM OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION; COMMENTED OUT FOR  
C INVISCID VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  TERM1=(-2*MU(I,J)/(3*DX))  
C  *  *(2*(U(I,J)-U(I-1,J))/DX-(V(I,J)-V(I,J-1))/DY)  
C  TERM2=(2*MU(I+1,J)/(3*DX))  
C  *  *(2*(U(I+1,J)-U(I,J))/DX-(V(I+1,J)-V(I+1,J-1))/DY)  
C  TERM3=(-(MU(I,J)+MU(I+1,J)+MU(I,J-1)+MU(I+1,J-1))/(4*DY))  
C  *  *HU(I,J)-U(I,J-1))/DY+(V(I+1,J-1)-V(I,J-1))/DX)  
C  TERM4=((MU(I,J)+MU(I+1,J)+MU(I,J+1)+MU(I+1,J+1))/(4*DY))  
C  *  *HU(I,J+1)-U(I,J))/DY+(V(I+1,J)-V(I,J))/DX)  







C ***** VISCOUS AND FORCE TERMS COMMENTED OUT FOR VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  *  +DT*(TERM1+TERM2+TERM3+TERM4+FORCE(I,J,2))  
ENDIF  
C ***** VISCOSITY TERM OF NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION; COMMENTED OUT FOR  
C INVISCID VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  TERM1=(-(MU(I-1,J)+MU(I,J)+MU(I-1,J+1)+MU(I,J+1))/(4*DX))  
C  *  *HU(I-1,J+1)-U(I-1,J))/DY+(V(I,J)-V(I-1,J))/DX)  
C  TERM2=((MU(I,J)+MU(I+1,J)+MU(I,J+1)+MU(I+1,J+1))/(4*DX))  
C  *  *((u(I,J+1)-u(I,J))/DY+(v(I+1,J)-V(I,J))/Dx)  
C  TERM3=(-2*MU(I,J)/(3*DY))  
C  *  *(2*(V(I,J)-V(I,J-1))/DY-(U(I,J)-U(I-1,J))/DX)  
C  TERM4=(2*MU(I,J+1)/(3*DY))  
C  *  *(2*(V(I,J+1)-V(I,J))/DY-(U(I,J+1)-U(I-1,J+1))/DX)  





C ***** VISCOUS AND FORCE TERMS COMMENTED OUT FOR VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  *  +DT*(TERM1+TERM2+TERM3+TERM4+FORCE(I,J,2))  
C ***** CALCULATING DISSIPATION FUNCTION FOR I,J CONTINUITY CELL,  
C COMMENTED OUT FOR INVISCID VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  TERM1=2*((U(I,J)-U(I-1,J))/DX)**2  
C  TERM2=2*((V(I,J)-V(I,J-1))/DY)**2  
C  TERM3=((V(I+1,J)+V(I+1,J-1)-V(I-1,J)-V(I-1,J-1))/(4*DX)  
C  *  +(U(I,J+1)+U(I-1,J+1)-U(I,J-1)-U(I-1,J-1))/(4*DY))**2  
C  TERM4=(-2/3)*((U(I,J)-U(I-1,J))/DX+(V(I,J)-V(I,J-1))/DY)**2  117 
C  DISS(I,J)=MU(I,J)*(TERM1+TERM2+TERM3+TERM4)  
333  CONTINUE  
331  CONTINUE  
DO 335 I=2,IX-1  
C ***** SETTING ENTRANCE CONDITION ON MOMENTUM *****  
PU(I,1,2)=PU(I,2,2)  
PV(I,1,2)=PV(I,1,1)  
C ***** CALCULATING ENTRANCE TERM FOR Y-DIRECTION FORCE  (NEEDED  
C FOR CALCULATION OF WORK DONE BY THE FORCE ON THE FLUID IN  
C CONTINUITY CELLS) *****  
FORCE(I,1,2)=-9.80665DO*FYON*5D-1*(RHO(I,1,1,1)+RHO(I,2,1,1))  
C ***** SETTING EXIT CONDITION ON MOMENTUM *****  
PU(I,JY,2)=PU(I,JY-1,2)  
PV(I,JY,2)=PV(I,JY-2,2)  
335	  CONTINUE  
DO 337 J=1,JY  





C ***** CALCULATING X-DIRECTION FORCE AT LEFT WALL (NEEDED FOR  
C CALCULATION OF WORK DONE BY THE FORCE ON THE FLUID IN CONTINUITY  
C CELLS) *****  
FORCE(1,J,1)=(FXON*FXV(1,J)*TERM7*MOL(2,J,3)/MOL(2,J,1))  
*DEXP(7.75D-3*T(2,J,1))  




C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES A NON-HOMOGENEOUS EQUATION WHICH WAS DERIVED   *  
BY SOLVING THIS EQUATION THE *  
C PRESSURE CHANGE DURING A TIME STEP AND CORRECTION TERMS FOR  PU,PV,P, *  
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON PU,PV,P AND H ARE  *  
C FROM THE ENERGY CONSERVATION EQUATION.  
C AND H CAN BE DETERMINED.  
C ENFORCED BY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON BETA.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE CORRECTOR(IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,ACC,COUNTER,TWALL,  
BETA,BTERM,AA,BB,CC,DD,RHO,PU,PV,P,T,E,H,KAPPA,HFLUX,  
DSPN,FORCE,Y,KE,ETRANS,EFLUX,ELIMIT)  






DOUBLE PRECISION BETA,BTERM,AA,BB,CC,DD,RHO,PU,PV,P,T,E,H,  
KAPPA,HFLUX, DSPN, FORCE,Y,KE,ETRANS,EFLUX,ELIMIT  




INTEGER COUNTER,IL,IU  
COUNTER =O  
RELAX=1D0  
C ***** FINDING INTERNAL ENERGY TERMS E(I,J) *****  
DO 401 J=1,JY  
DO 402 I=2,IX-1  




ENDIF  118 
402  CONTINUE  
E(1,J, 1)= E(2,J, 1)  
E(IX,J,1)=E(IX-1,J,1)  
401	  CONTINUE  
DO 405 I=1,IX-1  
DO 407 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATING X-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,1),  
C X-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,3)  [GUARANTEES  
C POSITIVITY] AND X-DIRECTION RAW ANTIDIFFUSION RFLUX(I,J,1) [REDUCES  
C DIFFUSION TO MINIMUM NECESSARY FOR STABILITY]  FOR THE I,J  
C X-DIRECTION MOMENTUM INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTINUITY CELLS *****  












C ***** CALCULATING Y-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,2),  
[GUARANTEES  C Y-DIRECTION TRANSPORT COEFFICIENT RTRANS(I,J,4)  
C POSITIVITY] AND Y-DIRECTION RAW ANTIDIFFUSION RFLUX(I,J,2) [REDUCES  
C DIFFUSION TO MINIMUM NECESSARY FOR STABILITY] FOR THE I,J  
C Y-DIRECTION MOMENTUM INTERFACE BETWEEN CONTINUITY CELLS *****  












407  CONTINUE  
405  CONTINUE  
C ***** CALCULATING TRANSPORTED AND DIFFUSED VALUES FOR PURE  
C CONVECTIVE TRANSPORT VIA POSITIVITY-ASSURED ALGORITHM *****  
DO 409 I=2,IX-1  
DO 411 J=2,JY-1  
E(I,J,5)=E(I,J,1)+(ETRANS(I-1,J,1)-ETRANS(I,J,1)  
+ETRANS(I,J-1,2)-ETRANS(I,J,2))/(DX*DY)  
411  CONTINUE  
E(I,1,5)=E(I,2,5)  
E(I,JY,5)=E(I,JY-1,5)+P(I,JY,1)-P(I,JY-1,1)  
409	  CONTINUE  
DO 413 J=1,JY  
E(1,J,5)=E(2,J,5)  
E(IX,J,5)=E(IX-1,J,5)  
413	  CONTINUE  
DO 415 I=1,IX-1  
DO 417 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** APPLYING FLUX LIMIT FOR DOWN-GRADIENTS *****  
IF (( I. EQ. 1 ).OR.(I.EQ.(IX- 1)).OR.(J.EQ.1)) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  




IF ((TERM1.LT.ODO).AND.  





IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
TERM5=EFLUX(I,J,2)*(E(I,J+2,5)-E(I,J+1,5))  
IF NTERM4.LT.ODO).AND.(TERM5.LT.ODO)) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=0D0  
ENDIF  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
TERM6=EFLUX(I,J,2)*(E(I,J,5)-E(I,J-1,5))  






IF ((TERM4.LT.ODO).AND.  




417  CONTINUE  
415  CONTINUE  
DO 419 I=2,IX-1  
DO 421 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  



















C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES IN THE Y-DIRECTION *****  






QPLUS=DX*DY*(EMAX-E(I,J,5))  120 
QMINUS=DX*DY* (E ( I, J, 5) -EMIN)  
IF (PPLUS.GT.ODO) THEN  
ELIMIT ( I, J, 5) =DMIN1 ( (QPLUS/PPLUS )  'DO)  
ELSE  
ELIMIT (I, J, 5) =ODD  
ENDIF  
IF (PMINUS.GT.ODO) THEN  
ELIMIT (I, J, 6 ) =DMIN1 ( ( QMINUS/PMINUS ) , 1D0 )  
ELSE  
ELIMIT (I, J, 6) =ODD  
ENDIF  
421  CONTINUE  
419  CONTINUE  
DO 423 1=1, IX-1  
DO 425 J=1, JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF  ( (1 . EQ .1 ) .0R. (1 .EQ. (IX-1) ) .0R. (J.EQ .1) )  THEN  
EFLUX ( I, J, 1) =ODD  
ELSE IF (EFLUX (I, J, 1) . LT . ODO) THEN  
EFLUX ( I, J, 1) =EFLUX (I, J, 1 ) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT ( I, J, 3) , ELIMIT ( I+1, J, 4) )  
ELSE IF (EFLUX (I, J, 1) . GT . ODO) THEN  
EFLUX ( I, J, 1) =EFLUX ( I, J, 1 ) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT (I+1, J, 3) , ELIMIT (I, J, 4 ) )  
ENDIF  
C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF  ( I .EQ.1) THEN  
EFLUX (I, J, 2) =0D0  
ELSE IF (J. EQ 1 )  THEN  
=EFLUX (I, J, 2 ) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT (I, J+1, 5) , ELIMIT (I, J+1, 6) )  EFLUX ( I , J,  
ELSE IF (J.EQ. (JY-1) )  THEN  
EFLUX ( I , J, 2) =EFLUX ( I, J, 2 ) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT (I, J, 5) , ELIMIT (I, J, 6) )  
ELSE IF (EFLUX (I, J, 2) . LT . ODO )  THEN  
EFLUX ( I, J, 2 ) =EFLUX ( I, J, 2) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT (I, J, 5) , ELIMIT ( I, J+1, 6) )  
ELSE IF (EFLUX ( I, J, 2) . GT . ODO) THEN  
EFLUX ( I, J, 2) =EFLUX (  J, 2) *DMIN1 (ELIMIT (I, J+1, 5) , ELIMIT (I, J, 6) ) 
ENDIF 
425  CONTINUE 
423  CONTINUE 
DO 427 I=1, IX-1 
DO 429 J=1, JY-1 
C ***** CALCULATION OF RLIMIT VALUES FOR FINDING CORRECTIONS TO  
C ANTIDIFFUSIVE FLUXES FOR 2-D FIELD *****  
EMIN=DMIN1 (E (I, J, 1) , E (I-1, J, 1) , E (I+1, J, 1) , E (I, J-1, 1) ,  
E(I,J+1,1),E(I,J,5),E(I-1,J, 5),E(I+1,J, 5),  




PPLUS=DMAX1 (EFLUX (I-1, J, 1) , ODO) -DMIN1(EFLUX (I, J, 1) , ODO)  
+DMAX1 (EFLUX (I, J-1, 2) , ODO) -DMIN1(EFLUX (I, J, 2) , ODO)  
PMINUS=DMAX1 (EFLUX (I, J, 1) , ODO) -DMIN1(EFLUX (I-1, J, 1) , ODO)  
+DMAX1 (EFLUX ( I , J, 2 ) , ODO ) -DMIN1 (EFLUX ( I, J-1, 2 ) , ODO )  
QPLUS=DX*DY* (EMAX-E (I, J, 5) )  
QMINUS=DX*DY* (E ( I, J, 5 ) -RHOMIN)  
IF (PPLUS.GT.ODO) THEN  
ELIMIT (I, J, 1) =DMIN1 ( (QPLUS/PPLUS) , 1D0)  
ELSE  
ELIMIT (I, J, 1) =ODO  
ENDIF  
IF  ( PMINUS . GT . ODO ) THEN  
ELIMIT ( I, J, 2 ) =DMIN1 ( ( QMINUS / PMINUS ) , 1D0 )  
ELSE  
ELIMIT (I, J, 2 ) =ODO  121 
ENDIF  
429  CONTINUE  
427  CONTINUE  
DO 431 I=1,IX-1  
DO 433 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** LIMITING X-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF (( I. EQ. 1 ).OR.(I.EQ.(IX-1)).OR.(J.EQ.1)) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,1)=0D0  
THEN  ELSE IF (EFLUX(I,J,1).LT.ODO)  
EFLUX(I,J,1)=EFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I,J,1),ELIMIT(I+1,J,2))  
ELSE IF (EFLUX(I,J,1).GT.ODO)  THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,1)=EFLUX(I,J,1)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I+1,J,1),ELIMIT(I,J,2))  
ENDIF  
C ***** LIMITING Y-DIRECTION ANTIDIFFUSION FLUX TERMS *****  
IF (I.EQ.1) THEN  
EFLUX(1,J,2)=0D0  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.1) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=EFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I,J+1,1),ELIMIT(I,J+1,2))  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=EFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I,J,1),ELIMIT(I,J,2))  
ELSE IF (EFLUX(I,J,2).LT.ODO)  THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=EFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I,J,1),ELIMIT(I,J+1,2))  
ELSE IF (EFLUX(I,J,2).GT.ODO)  THEN  
EFLUX(I,J,2)=EFLUX(I,J,2)*DMIN1(ELIMIT(I,J+1,1),ELIMIT(I,J,2))  
ENDIF  
433  CONTINUE  
431  CONTINUE  
C ***** DETERMINING COEFFICIENTS OF CORRECTOR EQUATION *****  
DO 43 I= 2,IX -1  
DO 44 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** COEFFICIENT FOR BETA(I-1,J)  IN EQUATION *****  
BTERM(I,J,1)=-NE(I-1,J,1)+E(I,J,1))  
*  /(RHO(I-1,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))/DX**2D0  
C  *  -DT*FORCE(I-1,J,1)/(2,-DX*(RHO(I-1,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))  
C ***** COEFFICIENT FOR BETA(I+1,J)  IN EQUATION *****  
BTERM(I,J,2)=-((E(I,J,1)+E(I+1,J,1))  
*  /(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I+1,J,2,1)))/DX**2D0  
C  *  +DT*FORCE(I,J,1)/(2*DX*(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I+1,J,2,1)))  
C ***** COEFFICIENT FOR BETA(I,J-1)  IN EQUATION *****  
BTERM(I,J,3)=-((E(I,J-1,1)+E(I,J,1))  
*  /(RHO(I,J-1,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))/DY**2D0  
C  *  -DT*FORCE(I,J-1,2)/(2*DY*(RHO(I,J-1,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))  
C ***** COEFFICIENT FOR BETA(I,J+1) IN EQUATION *****  
BTERM(I,J,4)=-((E(I,J,1)+E(I,J+1,1))  
*  /(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J+1,2,1)))/DY**2D0  
C  *  +DT*FORCE(I,J,2)/(2*DY*(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J+1,2,1)))  
C ***** COEFFICIENT FOR BETA(I,J) IN EQUATION; FIRST LINE IS  
C IDEAL GAS TERM; NEXT FOUR LINES ARE FROM CONVECTION; LAST FOUR  
C LINES ARE FROM THE WORK DONE BY BODY FORCES *****  
BTERM(I,J,5)=2.5D0 /DT**2D0  
*  +((E(I-1,J,1)+E(I,J,1))/(RHO(I-1,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1))  
*  +(E(I,J,1)+E(I+1,J,1))/(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I+1,J,2,1)))/DX**2D0  
*  +NE(I,J-1,1)+E(I,J,1))/(RHO(I,J-1,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1))  
*  +(E(I,J,1)+E(I,J+1,1))/(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J+1,2,1)))/DY**2D0  
C ***** THERMAL CONDUCTION TERMS *****  




























C ***** BODY FORCE WORK TERMS;  COMMENTED OUT FOR VALIDATION TEST *****  
C  TERM9=(DT*FORCE(I-1,J,1)/2.0)  
C  *  *(PU(I-1,J,1)/(RHO(I-1,J,1,1)+RHO(I,J,1,1))  
C  *  +PU(I-1,J,2)/(RHO(I-1,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))  
C  TERM10=(DT*FORCE(I,J,1)/2.0)  
C  *  *(PU(I,J,1)/(RHO(I,J,1,1)+RHO(I+1,J,1,1))  
C  *  +pU(I,J,2)/(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I+1,J,2,1)))  
C  TERM11=(DT*FORCE(I,J-1,2)/2.0)  
C  *  *(PV(I,J-1,1)/(RHO(I,J-1,1,1)+RHO(I,J,1,1))  
C  *  +PV(I,J-1,2)/(RHO(I,J-1,2,1)+RHO(I,J,2,1)))  
C  TERM12=(DT*FORCE(I J,2)/2.0)  
C  *  *(PV(I,J,1);(RHO(I,J,1,1)+RHO(I,J+1,1,1))  
C  *  +PV(I,J,2)/(RHO(I,J,2,1)+RHO(I,J+1,2,1)))  




C ***** FULL VERSION OF NON-BETA TERMS IN CORRECTOR EQUATION;  
C COMMENTED OUT FOR VALIDATION TEST  
C  BTERM(I,J,6)=TERM1+TERM2+TERM3+TERM4  
+TERM5+TERM6+TERM7-TERM8  C	 *  
+TERM9+TERM10+TERM11+TERM12+DISS  C	 *  
+ HFLUX(I- 1,J,1,1)- HFLUX(I,J,1,1)   C *  
C  *  +HFLUX(I,J-1,2,1)-HFLUX(I,J,2,1)  
44  CONTINUE  
43  CONTINUE  
C ***** INITIALIZING SOLUTION ARRAY *****  
DO 48 I=1,IX  
DO 49 J=1,JY  
BETA(I,J)=0D0  
49  CONTINUE  
48  CONTINUE  
ALGORITHM MAKES FOUR SWEEPS WITH THE  C ***** SOLVING FOR BETA.  
C THOMAS ALGORITHM: BOTTOM TO TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT, RIGHT TO LEFT,  
*****  IT THEN CHECKS FOR CONVERGENCE.  
50	  WORSTB=ODO  
COUNTER = COUNTER + 1  
WORSTB=ODO  
DO 51 J=2,JY-1  
C AND TOP TO BOTTOM.  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Jth ROW OF BETA *****  





*  -BETA(I,J+1)*BTERM(I,J,4)  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (END OF ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2)=DD(2)+BTERM(2,J,1)  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-1)) THEN  
DD(IX-1)=DD(IX-1)+BTERM(IX-1,J,2)  
ENDIF  
C ***** VERTICAL (FIRST AND LAST ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS  *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(I)=DD(I)+BTERM(I,2,3)  
CC(I)=BTERM(I,2,6)-BETA(I,3)*BTERM(I,2,4)  




52	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = IX  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 53 I=2,IX-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(I)-BETA(I,J))  
53  CONTINUE  
51  CONTINUE  
DO 54 I=2,IX-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Ith ROW OF BETA *****  





*  -BETA(I+1,J)*BTERM(I,J,2)  
C ***** VERTICAL (END OF COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2)=DD(2)+BTERM(I,2,3)  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
DD(JY-1)=DD(JY-1)+BTERM(I,JY-1,4)  
ENDIF  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (FIRST AND LAST COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(J)=DD(J)+BTERM(2,J,1)  
CC(J)=BTERM(2,J,6)-BETA(3,J)*BTERM(2,J,2)  




55	  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = JY  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 56 J=2,JY-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(J)-BETA(I,J))  
56  CONTINUE  
54  CONTINUE  
DO 57 I=IX-1,2,-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Ith ROW OF BETA *****  
DO 58 J=2,JY-1  
BB(J)=BTERM(I,J,3)  




C ***** VERTICAL (END OF COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS   *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2)=DD(2)+BTERM(I,2,3)  
ELSE IF (J.EQ.(JY-1)) THEN  
DD(JY-1)=DD(JY-1)+BTERM(I,JY-1,4)  
ENDIF  
C ***** HORIZONTAL (FIRST AND LAST COLUMN) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(J)=DD(J)+BTERM(2,J,1)  
CC(J)=BTERM(2,J,6)-BETA(3,J)*BTERM(2,J,2)  




58  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = JY  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 59 J=2,JY-1  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(J)-BETA(I,J))  
59  CONTINUE  
57  CONTINUE  
DO 60 J=JY-1,2,-1  
C ***** FILL THOMAS ALGORITHM MATRIX FOR Jth ROW OF BETA *****  






C ***** HORIZONTAL (END OF ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS *****  
IF (I.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(2)=DD(2)+BTERM(2,J,1)  
ELSE IF (I.EQ.(IX-1)) THEN  
DD(IX-1)=DD(IX-1)+BTERM(IX-1,J,2)  
ENDIF  
C ***** VERTICAL (FIRST AND LAST ROW) BOUNDARY CONDITIONS   *****  
IF (J.EQ.2) THEN  
DD(I)=DD(I)+BTERM(I,2,3)  
CC(I)=BTERM(I,2,6)-BETA(I,3)*BTERM(I,2,4)  




61  CONTINUE  
IL = 2  
IU = IX  1  
CALL THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DO 62 I=2,IX-1  
TESTB=ODO  
IF (BETA(I,J).GT.(ACC*ACC*DT*DT)) THEN  
TESTB=DABS((BETA(I,J)-CC(I))/BETA(I,J))  





IF (TESTB.GT.WORSTB) THEN  
WORSTB=TESTB  125 
ENDIF  
BETA(I,J)=BETA(I,J)+RELAX*(CC(I)-BETA(I,J))  
62  CONTINUE  
60  CONTINUE  
C ***** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE; IF NOT CONVERGED DO ANOTHER LOOP *****  
IF (WORSTB.GT.ACC) THEN  
GO TO 50  
ENDIF  
C ***** UPDATE PU,PV,P,H FOR FIRST HALF OF TIMESTEP SPLIT *****  
DO 65 I=2,IX-1  
DO 66 J=2,JY-1  
C ***** UPDATING X MOMENTUM *****  





C ***** UPDATING Y MOMENTUM *****  
PV(I,J,3)=PV(I,J,2)-(BETA(I,J+1)-BETA(I,J))/DY  
C ***** UPDATING PRESSURE TO TIME-SPLIT VALUES *****  
P(I,J,2)=P(I,J,1)+BETA(I,J)/DT  
C ***** UPDATING ENTHALPY TO TIME-SPLIT VALUES *****  
H(I,J,2,1)=RHO(I,J,1,1)*H(I,J,1,1)+3.5DO*BETA(I,J)/DT  
66  CONTINUE  




H( I, 1, 2, 1)= RHO( I, 1, 1, 1 ) *H(I,1,1,1) +3.5D0 * BETA(I,2) /DT  
C ***** EXIT CONDITIONS *****  
PU(I,JY,3)=PU(I,JY-1,3)  
PV(I,JY,3)=PV(I,JY-2,3)  
P(I,JY,2)=P(I,JY,1) +BETA(I,JY-1)/DT  
H(I,JY,2,1)=RHO(I,JY,1,1)*H(I,JY,1,1)+3.5DO'BETA(I,JY-1)/DT  
65  CONTINUE  
C ***** MIRRORING CONDITIONS AT WALLS *****  
DO 68 J=1,JY  














C THIS SUBROUTINE SOLVES FOR ONE LINE OF THE BETA CORRECTOR USING A  *  
C THOMAS ALGORITHM.  THE ARRAYS AA, BB, CC, AND DD ARE FED TO THE  
C SUBROUTINE.  THE SOLUTION IS RETURNED IN THE CC MATRIX.  NOTE THAT  
C THE DD MATRIX IS ALSO ALTERED.  
C  BB = COEFFICIENT BEHIND THE DIAGONAL  
C  DD = COEFFICIENT ON THE DIAGONAL  
C  AA = COEFFICIENT AHEAD OF THE DIAGONAL  
C  CC = CONSTANT VECTOR  
C  IL = INDEX OF FIRST EQUATION  
C  IU = INDEX OF LAST EQUATION  
c***********************************************************************  126 
SUBROUTINE THOMAS(IL,IU,BB,DD,AA,CC,JY)  
DIMENSION AA(JY),BB(JY),CC(JY),DD(JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION AA,BB,CC,DD  
REAL*8 RR  
INTEGER IL,IU  
C ***** ESTABLISHING MATRIX *****  




90	  CONTINUE  
C ***** BACK SUBSTITUTION *****  
CC(IU)=CC(IU)/DD(IU)  
DO 91 JJ=IU-1,IL,-1  
CC(JJ)=(CC(JJ)-AA(JJ)*CC(JJ+1))/DD(JJ)  




C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE TEMPERATURES FOR THE NEXT TIME STEP  *  
IF  C USING CORRECTED ENTHALPIES FROM THE CORRECTOR SUBROUTINE.  
C COMBUSTION OR JOULE HEATING IS OCCURING, THE HEAT RELEASE IS  
IF  C CALCULATED AND ADDED TO THE ENTHALPY FROM THE CORRECTOR.  
*  C COMBUSTION OCCURS, THE REACTANTS ARE CONVERTED INTO THE APPROPRIATE  
THE SUBROUTINE REACTS FUEL (CH4) WITH OXYGEN  (02)  *   C PRODUCT SPECIES.  
C IN STOCHIOMETRIC PROPORTIONS, ASSUMING AN INFINITE REACTION RATE  
REACTANT, PRODUCT, AND NEUTRAL  C WITHIN THE COMPUTATIONAL CELL.   A  C SPECIES DENSITIES ARE UPDATED FOR THE END OF THE TIME STEP.  
C SECANT METHOD SOLUTION TO THE TEMPERATURE IS SOUGHT FOR EACH CELL.  *  
C ONCE THE TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY ARE KNOWN, PRESSURE CAN BE  
C PREDICTED FROM IDEAL GAS LAW.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE ENERGY (RHO,H,HGUESS,P,T,W,WJ,MOL,Y,  
IX,JY,LT,NN,DX,DY,DT,TORCH,JOULE,CTIME,HZ)  
DIMENSION RHO(IX,JY,LT ,NN),H(IX,JY,LT,NN),HGUESS(NN),  
P( IX, JY, LT), T(IX,JY,LT),W(IX,JY),WJ(IX,JY),  
MOL(IX,JY,NN),Y(JY)  
DOUBLE PRECISION RHO,H,HGUESS,P,T,W,WJ,MOL,Y  
REAL*8 DT,TORCH,JOULE,CTIME,HZ,HOLD,HTEST,TOLD,TGUESS,TNEXT,  
TERM1,TERM2,MFUEL,MOXY,WW  
C ***** CALCULATE VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE FUNCTION FOR JOULE HEATING *****  
TERM1=(DSIN(CTIME*HZ*6.283185308))**2  
DO 111 I=2,IX-1  
DO 112 J=1,JY-1  
C ***** SOLVE FOR T(I,J,2) *****  
T(I,J,2)=H(I,J,2,1)/(3.5D0*8.31451D0*(RHO(I,J,2,2)/2.8014D-2  
+RHO(I,J,2,3)/1.32905D-1+RHO(1,J,2,4)/3.2D-2  
+ RHO( I, J, 2, 5)/ 1 .6043D- 2 +RHO(I,J,2,6) /4.4011D -2  
+RHO(I,J,2,7)/1.8016D-2))  
C ***** CARRY OUT COMBUSTION REACTION IF TORCH VARIABLE IS NONZERO;  
C IF TORCH IS SET TO ODO, DO NOT CARRY OUT REACTION. UPDATE CHEMICAL  
C SPECIES DATA AND DETERMINE ENTHALPY CHANGE *****  
IF (TORCH.EQ.ODO) THEN  
W(I,J)=0D0  
DO 113 N=1,7  
RHO(I,J,3,N)=RHO(I,J,2,N)  
113  CONTINUE  
ELSE  
C ***** CALCULATE gMOLE/M^3 OF FUEL AND OXYGEN IN THE I,J CELL *****  
MOXY=RHO(I,J,2,4)/3.2D-2  
MFUEL=RHO(I,J,2,5)/1.6043D-2  
BULK  C ***** DETERMINE WHETHER MIXTURE IS FUEL-RICH OR OXYGEN-RICH.  127 
C REACT THE FUEL-OXYGEN MIXTURE TO COMPLETE COMBUSTION ASSUMING  
C INFINITE REACTION RATE. ADJUST REACTANT AND PRODUCT SPECIES  
C APPROPRIATELY.  W USED TO PASS INFORMATION ON HEAT RELEASE  
C TO ENERGY EQUATION *****  



















C ***** CALCULATING ENTHALPY OF COMBUSTION *****  










C ***** UPDATE OTHER SPECIES *****  
DO 114 N=1,3  
RHO(I,J,3,N)=RHO(I,J,2,N)  
114  CONTINUE  
C ***** JOULEAN HEATING TERM FOR THE ITH, JTH CELL *****  
TERM2=WJ(I,J)*(MOL(I,J,3)/MOL(I,J,1))*DX*DY  
*DEXP(7.75D-3*T(I,J,1))*TERM1  
C ***** ENERGY CHANGE CALCULATED FOR THE ITH, JTH CELL AND SAVED IN  
C H(I,J,5,1) *****  
H(I,J,5,1)=wW*w(I,J)+DT*JouLE*TERN2  
C ***** IF THERE IS ZERO ENERGY CHANGE, SET T(I,J,3) EQUAL TO  
C T(I,J,2) AND P(I,J,3) EQUAL TO P(I,J,2);  OTHERWISE, CALCULATE  
C REAL ENTHALPY AT T(I,J,2), ADD THE ENTHALPY CHANGE DUE TO  
C JOULE HEATING AND COMBUSTION TO OBTAIN THE END-OF STEP ENTHALPY,  
C AND USE ENTHALPY DATA TO SOLVE FOR T(I,J,3) AND P(I,J,3) *****  




C ***** CALCULATING TRUE ENTHALPY (NOTE: IDEAL GAS ENTHALPY  
C STILL USED FOR CESIUM] *****  
H(I,J,4,2)=1D3*(-3.0390275D2+T(I,J,2)*(9.736837D-1+T(I,J,2)  
*(1.1345964D-4-1.1974814D-8*T(I,J,2))))  















C ***** CALCULATE END OF STEP ENTHALPY, SEARCH FOR T(I,J,3) *****  
H(I,J,5,1)=H(I,J,4,1)+H(I,J,5,1)  
TOLD=T(I,J,2)  
HOLD =H (I, J, 4, 1)  
TGUESS=TOLD+2D3  
C ***** FINDING ENTHALPY FOR GUESSED TEMPERATURE *****  
117  HGUESS(2)=1D3*(-3.0390275D2+TGUESS*(9.736837D-1+TGUESS  
*(1.1345964D-4-1.1974814D-8*TGUESS)))  
HGUESS(3)=3.5D0 *8.31451D0 *TGUESS/1.32905D-1  
HGUESS(4)=1D3*(-4.46993D2  
+TGUESS*(1.0769627D0+2.9436981D-5*TGUESS)  












C ***** CHECK FOR CONVERGENCE, IF NOT CONVERGED PREDICT USING THE  
C SECANT VERSION OF NEWTON'S METHOD *****  
HTEST=DABS(HGUESS(1)-H(I,J,5,1))  









GO TO 117  
ENDIF  
ENDIF  
C ***** CALCULATING IDEAL GAS LAW ENTHALPY FOR MIXTURE  




H(I,J,3,5)=3.5D0 *8.31451D0 *T(I,J,3)/1.6043D-2  
H(I,J,3,6)=3.5D0 *8.31451D0 *T(I,J,3)/4.4011D-2  





112  CONTINUE  




C ***** EXIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR DENSITY AND ENTHALPY *****  
DO 122 N=1,NN  
RHO(I,JY,3,N)=RHO(I,JY-1,3,N)  
H(I,JY,3,N)=H(I,JY-1,3,N)  
122  CONTINUE  
111  CONTINUE  
C *****  WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE *****  
DO 119 J=1,JY  
P(1, J, 3) =P(2, J, 3)  
P(IX,J,3)=P(IX-1,J,3)  
T(1,J, 3)= T(2,J, 3)  
T(IX,J,3)=T(IX-1,J,3)  
C ***** WALL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS FOR DENSITY AND ENTHALPY *****  





120	  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE UPDATES THE PRIMARY VARIABLES, RESETTING THE LT=1  
*   C VALUES EQUAL TO THE LT=3 VALUES WHICH HAVE BEEN CALCULATED IN THE  
C OTHER SUBROUTINES.  
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE UPDATE(PU,PV,P,RHO,T,H,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DIMENSION PU(IX,JY,LT),PV(IX,JY,LT),P(IX,JY,LT),RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN),  
T(IX,JY,LT),H(IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION PU,PV,P,RHO,T,H  
DO 71 I=1,IX  
DO 73 J=1,JY  
PU(I,J,1)=PU(I,J,3)  
PV(I,J,1)= PV(I,J, 3)  
P(I,J,1)=P(I,J,3)  
T(I,J,1)=T(I,J,3)  
DO 75 N=1,NN  
RHO(I,J,1,N)=RHO(I,J,3,N)  
H(I,J,1,N)=H(I,J,3,N)  
75  CONTINUE  
73  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE PRODUCES OUTPUT FILES OF THE VELOCITY, DENSITY,  
C PRESSURE, TEMPERATURE, AND MASS FRACTION OF EACH CHEMICAL SPECIES  
C FOR ONE CYCLE OF THE LORENTZ FORCE UNDER APPROXIMATELY (LESS THAN  
C ACC DEVIATION) CYCLIC CONDITIONS. 
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE FINALVAL(X,Y,TIME,PU,PV,P,T,RHO,IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DIMENSION X(IX),Y(JY),PU(IX,JY,LT),PV(IX,JY,LT),P(IX,JY,LT),  
T(IX,JY,LT),RHO(IX,JY,LT,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,PU,PV,P,T,RHO  
C ***** CALCULATION VARIABLES FOR X POSITION, U AND V VELOCITY  
C OF I,J NODE *****  
REAL*8 XVAL,UVAL,VVAL,YN,TIME  
C REPORTING VARIABLES:  130 
C  XVAL  X POSITION (MODIFIED FOR CONTINUITY CELL CENTER!) 
C  UVAL  X-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  VVAL  Y-DIRECTION VELOCITY 
C  YN  MASS FRACTION OF SPECIES N 
DO 81 I=2,IX-1  





DO 85 N=2,NN  
YN=RHO(I,J,1,N)/RHO(I,J,1,1)  
WRITE(3,*)YN  
85  CONTINUE  
WRITE(3,*)  
83  CONTINUE  




C THIS SUBROUTINE UPDATES THE TEST ARRAY FOR CONVERGENCE TESTS OF THE  *  
C FLOWFIELD PU,  PV,  P, AND T TERMS. 
c***********************************************************************  
SUBROUTINE HALFFRAME(PU,PV,P,T,IX,JY,LT)  
DIMENSION PU(IX,JY,LT),PV(IX,JY,LT),P(IX,JY,LT),T(IX,JY,LT)  
DOUBLE PRECISION PU,PV,P,T  
DO 144 K=2,IX-1  





145  CONTINUE.  
144  CONTINUE  
RETURN  
END  131 
CONVERSION PROGRAM APPENDIX H: COMPRESSIBLE FLOW DATA 
PROGRAM FCON  
c***********************************************************************  
C THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS DATA FILES FROM FLOW.F STANDARDS TO PLOT3D  
C STANDARDS.  
c***********************************************************************  
PARAMETER (IX=22, JY=22, KZ=32, NN=7)  
DIMENSION X(IX,JY,KZ),Y(IX,JY,KZ),Z(IX,JY,KZ),U(IX,JY,KZ),  
V(IX,JY,KZ),W(IX,JY,KZ),P(IX,JY,KZ),T(IX,JY,KZ),  
RHO(IX,JY,KZ),YN(IX,JY,KZ,NN)  
DOUBLE PRECISION X,Y,TIME,U,V,W,P,T,RHO,YN  








OPEN(UNIT =7, FILE= 'fCH4q.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT=8,FILE='fCO2q.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT =9, FILE= 'fH2Oq.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE='fN2q.dat')  
OPEN(UNIT=11,FILE='fCSq.dat')  
DO 1 K=1,KZ  
DO 3 I=2,IX-1  
DO 5 J=2,JY-1  
READ(20,*)X(I,J,K),Y(I,J,K),Z(I,J,K),U(I,J,K),V(I,J,K),  
P(I,J,K),T(I,J,K),RHO(I,J,K)  
DO 7 N=2,NN  
READ(20,*)YN(I,J,K,N)  
7  CONTINUE  
5  CONTINUE  
3  CONTINUE  
1  CONTINUE  
REWIND(20)  
CLOSE(20)  
C ***** WRITING X,Y,Z FILE 'fx.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  




DO 21 K=1,KZ  
DO 23 J=JY-1,2,-1  
DO 25 I=IX-1,2,-1  
P(I,J,K)=P(I,J,K)-101325.0  
25  CONTINUE  
23  CONTINUE  
21  CONTINUE  
C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fPq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fTq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  132 







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fRq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE if02q.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fCH4q.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fCO2q.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  















C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fN2q.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  







C ***** WRITING Q FILE 'fCSq.dat' FOR PLOT3D FORMAT *****  





WRITE(11,*)(((0.0,I=2,IX-1),J=2,JY-1),K=1,KZ)  133 
WRITE(11,*)(((1.0,I=2,IX-1),J=2,JY-1),K=1,KZ)  
REWIND(2)  
CLOSE(2)  
REWIND(3)  
CLOSE(3)  
REWIND(4)  
CLOSE(4)  
REWIND(5)  
CLOSE(5)  
REWIND(6)  
CLOSE(6)  
REWIND(7)  
CLOSE(7)  
REWIND(8)  
CLOSE(8)  
REWIND(9)  
CLOSE(9)  
REWIND(10)  
CLOSE(10)  
REWIND(11)  
CLOSE(11)  
END  